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Insure Your Crops Against
Hail with the Old Reliable
"Home Insurance Co."

"No Chain is Stronger
Than Its Weakest Link"
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FIBRE FACTORY MAY BE
LOCATED IN CLOVIS

y

8. H. Raymond of Chicago, nuisance is now bringing from
head of one of the largest fibre $8.00 to $10 00 a ton. Mr.
manufacturing concerns in the Machette, assistant industrial
country, will be in Clovis Friday agent for the Santa Fe first
for the purpose of ascertaining interested secretary of
whether or not thin will ba a Chamber of Commerce, Frank
suitable location for a fibre Burns, in the proposition and he
factory and to get an exoressu n in turn wired Mr. C. E. Dennis,
of the sentiment of the people who was at that time in Chicago
here regarding the location of to see the company and make an
such a p'ant and what induce- investigation of the proposition.
ments will be offered. The Mr. Dennis visited the offices of
company of which Mr. Raymond the company and the plant and
is the head, makes fibre from was thoroughly convinced that
the Yucca p'ant, or 'bear grass" their pronusition is one of merit.
'
riant as it is better known here, His confidence was further
and this is made into binders strengthened by seeing corretwine and many other manu- spondence from one of the largfactured articles. His company est twine manufacturing
in the country, offering to
now has a plant located
which employs thirty- - take the entire output of the
five men of two thifts and it fibre company. This offer was
furnishes employment to tho.e
The people of Tucumcari gave
who would care to cut the grass
the
fibre compauy the location
country
at a good profifr. The
an old building in which to
and
Clovis
for
cf
south and webt
sixty miles and farther is operate their plant and it is
which in expected that the company will
covered with
some spots is of ftnk growth. look for similar concessions here,
It grows along the railroad righ. in which event there is little
of way and would be easily ac- doubt that Clovis will be able to
cessible to market, besides all sscure one of their plants. All
Pecs the business men of Clovis and
the towns along
Valley and Belen cut off lines those interested are urgently recould become big shipping points quested to be present at the
of this product which grows Chamber of Commerce Friday
without pluming and without night when Mr. Raymond is
cultivation. In fact, what has expected to be present and exalways been considered iis a plain the matter in detail.
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New Theatre Opens
Attorney. Sam Bratton. of
The new theatre has been
Farwell, has located in Clovis named the ''Unique" and will

ITALY ENTERS WAR ON
THE SIDE OF ALLIES

CLOVIS.

47

Sam Bratton Locates

and has formed a law partnership with Harry Patton, who
has decided to remain here instead of removing to Santa Fe,
as he first intended. His duties
as first assistant United Stated
District Attorney will only re
quire a small portion of his time
away from Clovis and the re
mainder of the time he will de
vote to his regular practice in
the district courts.
Sam Bratton is considered one
of the most able young Attorneys
in the southwest and we are
glad to learn that he has decided
to locate here. He will remove
his family here soon from
ll
and will also move his residence house over.
Far-we-
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Sold His Ranch
Lem Cheshire, of Farwell, has
sold his cattle and ranch in the
sand hills south of town to Wol-forth

Brothers, of Lubbock,
Texas, and Mr. Cheshire will
devote his attention to his Texas
ranch. The New Mexico ranch
will be in charge of Pat
of Lubbock.
Wol-fort- h,

Card of Thanks
We desire to thank our many
friends for their kindness during
the sickness and death of our
husband and father, especially
the Odd Fellows, also the B. Y.
P. U. and Odd Fellows for the
lovely flowers.
Mrs. A. J. Whitten and family.

be in charge of Russell Hard-wicson of the proprietor and
brother of the manager of the
popular Lyceum. The new play
house has been rebuilt and arranged especially for a theatre
building. It has been furnished
with new and expensive furniture and seats and they have
purchased one of the very best
moving picture machines on the
market. It is so arranged that
you face the audience on entering, so that ladies with new hats
or new gowns need not fear that
they will not be seen. A pit has
been constructed in front of the
curtain in which the orchestra
will be stationed in order that
they will not obstruct the light
of the machine, which will be
operated from the rear of the
building. Every convenience to
be found in a modern play house
has been installed at the Unique.
May 29 has been selected as the
opening night, when all admissions will be free. Six hundred
Cape Jesseminea
have been
ordered to be distributed by the
management as souvenirs.
k,

Italy has at last entered the
big war on the side of the Allies
and Roumania is mobolizing with
the announced intention of doing the same thing and Bulgaria
will fight the Turks.
No sooner had war been declared by Italy, when the
bombarded the Italian sea
coast towns on the Adiatic and
Austrian airmen dropped bombs
on the beautiful Italian town of
Venice and on other cities. The
Italians have retaliated by winning the first battle and in destroying some Austrian shipping
facilities in one of their harbors.
Italy has 310,000 trained soldiers
for immediate action and with
her colonials can gather an army
of a million and a quarter. With
her reserves she ha over three
Aus-tria-

ed,

the first casualties officially
reported in the new campaign.
It is regarded in London as
probable that the
army will make the first important move by striking at the Italian center in the direction of
Verona.
Austro-Germa-

Memorial

Monday is memorial day, a
day more generally observed in
the cities throughout the land
and in the old settled districts
of the east in memory of
heroes who fell in th
great civil war. While there
are no national cemeteries or
old soldiers graves to decorate
in this section of the country,
we can, nevertheless,
observe
the day with apprnpri Ud exercises.

that Italian forces had penetrat- Christian Church was held

On Decoration Day our thoughts
will turn to the heroes of the North and
South who gave so much for the cause
they believed in.

Custom has made this day mark
start of Sumanother annual event-t- he
mer activities-- if we are to get' the most
of the Summer months, we must be prepared to do so in comfort. That means
the right wearing apparel.

Get it at the
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million men.
A late dispatch says:
Christian Endeavor
Ttaly has invaded Austria.
A social and business session
Official annouueement was made
by the war office at Rome today of the Christian Endeavor of the

store that takes as much care in assur-in- g
the customer's comfort and satisfaction as in getting the customer money.
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cloWoolnciAi-Clothes

Day

Tues-

ed Austrian territory along a day evening at the home of Rev.
Fined $lo and Costs
line running about 40 miles north and Mrs. Lambert. It was deIn Justice of the Peace Noble's from the Guif of Triest, captur- cided by vote to suspend meetcourt Monday, E. P. Sweet, of ing four towns within two or ings during the hot summer
Melrose, "was fined $10.00 and three miles of the frontier.
months and to meet again on
costs on a charge of aggravated
Re t'resh mints
An Italian destroyer raided September 12.
assault and battery. Witnesses the Austrian port of Buso near were served by the h'jstess Mm.
in the case, who were here from
the frontier, destroying the land- Lambert, with which she was
Melrose Monday were "Roscoe"
railroad station and bar- assisted by Mrs. W. J. Stewart
ings,
and "Chicken" Kirby and J. VV.
racks. Two Austrians were kill and Miss Lula Williams.
Morris.

What do you need?

' 1'- m ffll'lm

n

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Co.
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"

THE CLOVIS NEWS

PADEREWSKIS

WORKING

FOR

)'

POLAND

I

Ignace Paderewakl, the famous pianist, and bii wife photographed on
their arrival In this country, where they are carrying on a campaign for the
raising of funds to relieve the distressed people of Poland.

CAPTAIN '5
DUTY

II

TO

LEAD CHARGE
Keeping Men Cheered Up Is the
Vital
Point, as French
Officer Tells It.
SOME

"SOCIAL

EVENINGS"

Artillery Lieutenant Ventures to 8y
the Famous "75" Is "of Little Use"
Fire Is Too Direct 8urprlse
Ahead for the Germans.
By GABRIEL

DELAGARDE.
Chlraiio Dally News.)
Amiens, Prance. He is a captain
who comes to Amiens from time to
time for a few days of rest. Here
he has comfortnble quarters, where
his wife Impudently awaits him; In
the small village near Albert all he
has to go to Is a subterranean cabin,
the celling of which Is of earth.
This, bis permanent residence, Is
on a crest 500 yards from the enemy.
The narrow space, with its wall of
clay, measures perhaps four yards
in length by one in width. Entering
and seeing the owner of the place, his
back to the wall, a shapeless bundle
of animals' skins, one might imagine,
were It not for a telephone In the
corner, that one had been carried back
to prehistoric times.
8leeps, Eats, Works in Cave.
It Is here the captain sleeps, eats,
writes and gives and receives bis orders. It Is here that, through the embrasure which overlooks the plain, be
constantly surveys the little wood to
the left, end, in the distance, those
narrow lines of yellow earth, .the
enemy's trenches. It Is from this cava
that he regulates the firing of the
French batteries so that their shells
will bit the real trenches filled with
men, not the counterfeit ones which
are masses of earth.
A narrow, zigzag passage connects
the small hut with the first line
trenches. Three or four times a day
the captain splashes through it. In
spite of the trunks of trees, with
which the bottom Is covered, the wet
clay Is slippery.
"This Is why my roat is so threadbare." he says. "Constant brushing of
the mud wears away the cloth. And
what Is more annoying even than falling flat In the clay Is being splashed
on the head by wet earth hurled by
a shell."
Thus slowly and cautiously one arrives at the advanced trenches.
Real Duty of a Leader.
"Do you know the most difficult part
of a chief s duty?" the captain asked
me. "It Is not so much directing a
combat At times attacks are rare;
we have not had a single one for two
months. The real duty of the chief
is to sustain the morale of his men;
watch over them; talk to them familiarly of their families, their affairs, as
it is that which interests them most.
It Is to Improve the quality of their
food, prepare what I hardly dare call
a social evening, when they can drink
a cup of tea ami eat a few cakes ordered from Amiens
In short, one
must be constantly watching them,
talking to them, encouraging them
"For Instance, recently, one of our
sentinels at the entrance to a small
wood was killed one night. Our patrol
found him at the font of a tree with
his throat cut. A second sentinel met
the same fate. A third likewise.
Captain Called to Calm Men.
"At once my men became uneasy.
A'hat was to be done? No one had
heard anything.
Sentinels are
d
thre at night only, to prevent
surpr.'-- e in the trenches
Tiioy are
stationed near an isolated oak. whence
".hey survey the puth which Is the
onlv outlet practicable through the
(Corroiponrli-n-

t

growth of shrubs In which the shells
have hollowed out unapproachable
quagmires
the
and so entangled
branches that even in a high wind it
would bu Impossible to pass through
without making a noise loud enough
to attract attention.
"I was sent for. To place several
sentinels there would be all right but,
on tho other hand, for these three
deaths we were determined to exact
payment from the slayer, who probably would not dnre attack two or
three men at a time.
Refuse to Let Captain Go.
"I listened, then said I would go as
i
Not ono of the men
sentinel.
They looked at one an
tee red
other seurchingly.
It was evident
they did not wish me to risk my life.
Finally they must have cast lots.
He
"Chance selected a sergeant.
departed at night I had a searchlight set up, ready to operate, so that
be should have light and assistance
at ti e BlIghteBt attack. He surrounded himself with a wire netting, mounted on small stakes to which bells
were attached. Our lines were a little way back of It. This was how he
discovered the 'boche,' who had probably arrived by a fox track, preparing his way during the day, and,
when all was ready, cutting the
throats of our sentinels.
"Next day his cap was raffled off,
which Is never permissible, but there
are times when a rule may be infringed. I bad the sergeant proposed
for the rank of adjutant."
The captain was thus conversing
with me In a cafe when his orderly
entered and aBked to speak to him.
"Excuse me," the captain said, after
getting the message, "I have to go."
As he departed, his subordinate,
Breton, whose childrobust,
ish figure contrasted with his strong,
almost fierce appearance, exclaimed:
"For him we would willingly die. Ah,
monsieur, the 'booties' may do their
best; they have no chiefs like ours."
As a matter of fact, I think one
could not have gained a better idea
of the beBt type of French officers
than from this captain, so full of energy and courage, intolerant of any
serious breach of discipline; unforgiving toward cowards certainly, but at
the same time thoroughly understanding and ready to excuse certain weaknesses, and constantly endeavoring
to lessen them by being the friend of
his men as ell as their leader. And
is It not a slight but sure proof of
bis influence that he is dressed as
they are, neglecting the prestige of
his uniform, just as he eats, sleeps
and dirties himself as they do?
202 Days Without Undressing.
An artillery lieutonunt. with whom
mingled most interesting
I talked,
speculative reflec'tons with amusing
recollections of his life at the front.
After having explained to me the
difference between percussion sheila,
which explode on striking an obstacle,
and fuse shells, which burst In the
air at regulated distances, he confessed to me while consulting a small
calendar that he was much pleased
when shower baths were Anally Installed near bis trench. They were
wonderful
subterranean establishments, he said.
'And 1 assure you." he added, "they
seemed very comfortable, as I had
been exactly 202 days without un
dressing once, sleeping always In the
same barn, In my same hole In the
hay."
Dares to Criticize the Famous 75.
Suddenly he changed the subject.
And as a variation from the usual
French attitude, he actually criticized
guns.
the famous
'Much trouble has been taken for
nothing." he said. "The 75 Is a good
cannon, but It was created too exclu
sively for direct firing. In fact. In
this war, where one has to hit men
hidden behind obstacles. It Is of little
use.
What Is needed Is a means of
throwing projectiles which, after de
scribing a widely curved trajectory,
will fall on the heads of the occupants
of the trenches, without first striking
the trench walls.
"That Is wby we have bomb alin- gers, which do not carry farther than
200 or 300 yards at most, and the howitzers and mortar pieces, which must
not be confused with the
The
vol-m-

blue-eye-

cannon are long and narrow and t
most horizontal
when ilrtng. The
howitzers, which Ore at angles ol
more than 30 degrees, and the mortal
pieces, which at even greater angle
Are heaTy projectiles loaded
with
enormous explosives Intended to crush
such things aa cupolas of forts, an
abort and massive and stand almost
vertically.
Why 8ome Guns Are Short.
"Ry the way, do you know the reason for the difference In the length!
of artillery pieces? For Instance, th
Austrian howitzer, a
very1 short gun, fires a greater charge
of powdor than the French marine
gun of equal caliber, which is IS
yards long?"
I had never tried to find the reasoe
of this difference.
"And yet it is very simple," the
lieutenant said. "The marine gun li
designed to l.re the shell at its max!
mum speed, so tiie combustion of the
powder must be. complete before the
projectile leavea the barrel. This re
quires
fraction of a second, during
which the shell covers exactly 13
yards the length of the piece. This
will give you an idea of how difficult
it is to make the exact calculations
necessary in the operating of these destructive machines. Thus, when the
combustion Is complete, the pressure
developed by the gases Is also maximum. As a long trajectory Is not required of the howitzer and mortar
piece, it Is iot necessary to have a
barrel of this length, which is inconvenient.
8urprie Ahead for Germane.
"The largest mortar, as you know,
Is the famous
The
huge guns of this caliber have all the
same drawback; they are difficult to
handle. It la almost useless to think
of transporting them by anything but
rail.
"And I may tell you, we have no
longer any reason to envy the Germans. Right now, In France, we have
achieved the construction of mortal
pieces still more powerful, which, fot
our adversaries, will be a cruel revelation the day they are brought out
rea;y to fire."
As the officer did not wish to tetl
me more on this subject, I spoke to
him again of his life In the trenches,
and he humorously related how, on
the parapet facing the enemy, his sol
dlers hau planted radishes, whlcb
grtiy very well,
"Corrs and pay us a visit," he said,
"and you can gather them under the
noses of the 'bocheB.' And vcu will
pee that the presence of the Germane
gives thein a very special flavor."

CKtKe
$ SteerxraKomP
OPAL is 825 miles from a rail
way station and one of the last
places on earth; a town with- out an Inn, without a barber;
T
a place you could run round in a quarter of an hour, and yet having Jurisdiction over an Immense tract of territory along the Russian frontier of
China, I came there late one evening
and found the postbouse crowded with
Chinamen; Chinamen on tbe two beds,
on tbe floor, in tbe passage; chopsticks on the table. They were all
travelera on the road to Peking, making their way slowly northward to the
railway.
At once one of those who occupied
a bed got up, apologized, and vacated
bis sleeping place offering it to me.
Despite my refusal, be took off bis
blanket and quilt and spread them on
the floor Instead. His humility was
touching especially In contrast to my

K
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In Glasgow.

The uniform Includes a neat blue skirt
and coat,- - edged with gold braid. If
the trial squad of woman conductors
proves efficient, a considerable number will be employed at once. For
the present the woman
work only four 'jours a day, running
between University and Dumbreck.
They will be paid the same wages as
week
to 19
men-l- 2r.
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repeated to gentle lullaby airs. Thla
time the prostrate man receives
one by one as they are aimed
square on the bricks lying on his templeand, of course, Is none the worse,
though he takes the risk of a bad
shot.
The old conjurer came out again and
danced to tbe Russian Kamarinsky
air. holding a bamboo as If it wer
his partner, and doing all manner of
clever and amusing turns. The yount;
man who JugRled the tea tray on the.
chopstick reappeared and did a difficult balancing trick, raising himself
on a trestle which rested on little
spheres on a tnble. Then came two
most original Items, the dancing of
linen whip
an old niuu In a
and the rolling round the body of a
scepter.
rusty eight-foo- t
The man who danced made the
whip crack and roll out over the
arena in splendid circles and waves,
and he was ever In the midst of it.
The Juggler of the scepter contrived
to roll the strange looking Implement
all over bis body, about his back and
",' stomach, and
his shoulders aud
never let It touch tli'Tjround and never touched it wUb hlB hand and at
the same time tcldaice to the music.
Tills was a mostSutractlve feat, and
was as pleasant to watch as anything
I had ever seen In a large city.
There was an interval and a great
buzz of talking and surmlso. After
the Interval came wrestling matches
and trick riding on bicycles nothing
original. A clever little Mongol had
no difficulty In disposing of those who
offered to wrestle witb him, and a
KiiKKiun cyclist who rode on his
received greut applause from
the people of Kopal, most of whom had
not seen a bicycle before.
So the entertainment ended, and everyone was'Trll pleased. Tbe Juggling was a great mystification to tbe
simple Itussiuns, and I heard many
amusing comments from those behind
me and beside. The conjuring forth,
of '.he steaming samovar was especially troubling to the minds of tbe peasant women, and I heard one say to
another:
"God knows where be got it from."
And the other replied:
"What has God got to do witb it?
It's the power o' Satan."
I returned to the postbouse
In a
pleasant frame of mind, took out my
sheets and blanket and slept In a
wagon In the yard. I said Kcpa! bad
no barber, but next day I found a
Sart, who shaved. Picture me sitting
on a rag of carpet on the floor of a
mud hut, a red handkerchief tied tightly round my neck. A
old
Muhommedan holds In his hand a
broken mug containing vinegar. He
dips his thumb In it and then massages my cheeks and chin and neck.
It was queer to feel his broad thumb
pounding agulnst my skin and chin
bone. My huir Is fairly torn off with
an unhandy razor; no water is given
me with which to rinse, but as tbe
stooping Sart finishes his Job, he puts
Into my hand three Inches of broken
mirror so that I ran survey my new
countenance and Judge whether he
has done well.
The Chinese at the posthouse behaved like Christians, or, rather, aa
Christians should, with great humbleness and altruism, giving up tbe samovar to Russian visitors, fetching water to fill tbe washing bowls, cleaning
and drying the dishes after tbelr
breakfast, and sweeping the post room
floor before they went away.
Tbe
postmaster's wire said there was a
constant flow of Chinese, and they always behaved In that way.
Kopal, 4,000 feet above the sea level.
Is In the midst of fine scenery, and
the frontier all the way to Chugachak
and the shoulder of the Altai mountains is wild and desolate. The boundary is marked by numbered poles,
but there are few soldiers or excisemen to question you If you cross either way. There is certain amount of
smuggling done, one of the chief articles brought through being Havana
cigars, of which the local bureaucracy
Is very fond.
five-yar-
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Trans-Siberia-

FOR BRITISH ARMY own Instinctive loathing of a bed on
which Chinese had lain. Fortunately
I was not tired.
It was only nine o'clock, and I had
noticed as I came Into the town a
considerable flare of lights, a large
white tent and a notice of a Chinese
clrcua. A Chinese circus was something not to be missed in this empty
and outlandish country, so I put down
my pack In tbe posthouse and went
It was
out to see the performance.
something truly original, a piquant diversion after a long day's Journeying
in the wastes and wilds of the mountains of Alal Tau.
It waa a circular tent, small enough
for a circus tent, having only three
rows of seats around the arena. The
price to sit down waa thirty copeck j;
to stand behind, fifteen copecks. Soldiers came In free, and there were
some thirty of them with their dull
s-j- pi
j
peasant faces and duaty khaki uniforms. Near the entrance there was
a box covered with red bunting, free
for tbe chief of police and bis friends,
The chief of police has a free box at
nearly every local entertainment in
Russia he can permit or forbid the
how. There were three musicians
Russian peasants, paid a shilling a
Scene at Southampton. Eng., where night, I Understand and they gave
supplies are being rushed io Kitchenvalue for money unceasingly on a
The picture concertina, a violin and a balalaika.
er's army In France.
shows the hoisting of an ambulance The public on the bare, rickety forms
and fodder aboard a steamer.
ringed round tbe as yet empty stage
.numbered from 100 to 120, and were
RED GUM FOR GUN STOCKS a mixture of Russians, Tartars and
All the Russian officers and
Kirghiz
of the town seemed to be
officials
of
Agents
Seek Estimate
British
there and accompanied by their smartAvailable Supply In the
Tbe
ly dressed wives and daughters.
8outh.
Tartar merchants looked grim in their
capa, their women queenly,
Tenn. Owing to the black skull
Memphis,
tops of their
scarcity of Circassian walnut from with little crowns on the
long veils falling over their
Russia since the outbreak of the Euro- heads and
pean war. the yrltish government Is balr and their backs. Tbere waa a
making tests of quarter sawed red row of these crowned Tartar women
together; a row also of Kirghiz womgum for gun stocks.
en In blgh white turbans wrapped
asThe gun lumber manufacturers'
sociation of Memphis has been asked about their broad brows. There were
to estimate the colonists and their babas
by English
peasant women who
total available supply of dry two Incb, slmple-souletwo and a quarter Inch and two and came to be petrified by the aeemlng
To
a half Inch first and second quarter devilry of tlie heathen Chinee.
sawed red gum In the southern field. them the fact that the Chinese are
no Joke but
in tho eveat the test prove i satis- heathen not Christian is
factory the greater part of the avail- a fierce reality. They look upon the
able supply will be bought outright Chinese as being comparatively near
by the British government. Memphli akin to devils.
uneasily
lamps swung
Naphtha
manufacturers of red gun lumber are
preparing to Clve the prospective or- from the high beams of the tent, and
flung unequal volumea of ttgbt from
der Immediate attentlo...
dangerous looking ragged flames. The
sandy arena and all tbe eager people
WOMEN AS CAR CONDUCTORS
round were brightly shown In the
plenitude of light.
Glasgow Tries an Experiment to Release Men Will Get 8ame Pay
CURIOUS CONDENSATIONS
as Men.

ductors are being tried

Mai.

U

SUPPLIES
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ir

Tht! first item on the program was
not particularly striking. A bell was
rung and a little Chinaman In black
came out and twirled and Juggled a
tea tray on a chopstlck. He was followed by a Russian clown with
painted fuce, old hat ami yellow wig.
who proceeded to be very serious and
He
show the public various tricks.
bad three Chinese servants and tbe
fun consisted in their stealing his
things and spoiling his efforts. Finally he took a big stick and chased
them round and round the arena to
the great delight of all tbe children
present.
The clown's turn ended, there came
forward a very handsome Chinee In
black satin knee breeches, tight stockings, scarlet Jersey and Englsh collar
and tie. He was rather (all, bad a big
womanish face, gleaming teeth and
long black balr. He walked Jauntily
In little slippers and carried a handful
Anothor Chinaman
of ten knivea.
came out with an old tree trunk,
which he held up on end. A child
came and stood up against the trunk.
The handsome Chinee then Btood and
flung the knives as if to pin the boy
to the wood, and he planted them between the child's arm and his body,
over his arm, between his legs and beside his legs, on each side of bis neck,
on each side of his ears and over his
head and all the time as be flung
them he smiled. He repeated his feat,
placing all tho knives round about the
boy's head, never razing the skin.
No. 4 was the owner of tbe troupe,
an old fellow In a light blue voluminous smock and long
He
conjured a platter of biscuits and
cakes, glasses, a teapot, a steaming
samovar, all out of nothingness, Inviting the public to come and have tea
with him, and talking an amusing
broken Russian.
"You laugh, you think this fine trick,
but I show you 'notlier mighty Juggle;
took me ten years to learn this Jug" and so on.
.
gle
Aa the applause dies down the bell
rings again and out cornea the "Chinabead." All tbe
man with the cast-irotime "the orchestra" plays Russian
dancea, plays them very noisily. He
with the Iron head lies down on the
sand and puts two bricks on his
temples. At a distance of ten yards
another holds a brick and prepares
to aim It at the head of his prostrate
He alms It, but tbe
one pretends to lose his
nerve and Jumps up with a terrible
scream, pointing to the music The
music must be calmed down. The audience bolda ita breath aa the trick is
pig-tai- l.

..

fellow-played

There are now 1,248,427 acres of
land In various counties of California
open for entry. Only 53,587 of tbe
Aluminum Is tbe most abundant of
total number of acres have not been
all metals, being an essential constit- surveyed.
uent of all Important rocks except
Many Yale atudents and other New
sandstones and limestones.
Haven citizens rushed to the new Yale
Motion picture makers In Europe
because they thought the wooden
tart Alpine avalanches whlcb they bowl
parts
of the Interior of the bowl were
exnlodlng
mines
by
photograph
wish to
In flames. The scare was caused by
electricity.
by
In the snow
Are near by. Tbe flames were reCoal exports from Newcastle, Aus- a
the (bite slopes of the
tralia, totaled 120,693 ton for the sev- flectedIn from
such a way as if the bowl
en days ended September 25, the larg- bowl
afire.
est amount ever shipped In one week.

Bulgaria plnnB to convert much of
the territory acquired from Turkey
Into a vast tobacco flold, producing
some of the finest and highest priced
tobacco In tbe world.
A famous Jewel, presented
by a
London broker In 1785 to the president
of Dartmouth college, and designed to
be worn by him on occasions of state,
bas been found In the vaults of
t
hall, where It has lain forgotten
for many yeara.
President Nichols
may resume the old custom ot wearing
it on state occasions.
Park-hurs-
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How Sleepy Senate

Page Lost an Important

Senator Ollle James ot Kentucky has been trying ever

T ASHINGTON.

if since the adjournment of congress, on March 4, to find out what became
of a certain bill that was passed by both bouses and never reached the presi-

dent fo.' his signature, thereby failing
to become a law. Not only Senator
James but the clerks of both houses
and other officials are on the hunt for
the missing bill, although its discovery Is of no Importance, because It
died at noon on March 4, when it
failed to carry the signature of Wood-roWilson. All that congress knows
concerning the fate of the bill Is that
It waa turned over to a sleepy little
page boy ot the senate at two o'clock
In the morning of March 4 and im
mediately thereafter disappeared as mysteriously as some ships, men and
other things. The bill provided for a reorganization ot the forco In the

patent

o

tongue-twistin-

Before

overlooked the value of
dairy foods, and formed a habit of going to the mill and exchanging their
milk check for protein foods.
On the dairy farms a short system
of crop rotation renews old. fields,
puts all crops nearer to the manure
and fertilizer used. Increases the va
riety of feeds, adds to tholr value
through an increase in their protein
content, and to their pnlatablllty and
esse of digestion.
Food and food production for the
dairy lies at the foundation of successful dairying. Unless the founda
tion is well laid the business will be a
failure.
Dnirylngtodny is the leading branch
of farming bringing to the farmer '.he
most money end leaving the land in
the best possible condition to continue
its production.
home-grow-

SPINACH

n

REQUIRES

A GOOD, RICH

SOIL

Sow in Drills If Possible, as
Ground Can Be Kept Loose
and Free of Weeds.
Spinach la a gross feeder and for
best results requires rich soil. If a
small area Is only available. It will
be sown broadcast in beds; but by all
means sow In drills If possible, as
the ground can be kept loose and
free from weeds during the summer.
For all regions north of the Ohio
river the winter protection should be
given, and this may consist of coarse
litter of any kind. In general, mulching Is not required south of that line.
In the North the covering serves two
purposes; not only protection from
freezing, but It la also more easily
gathered when thus protected from
the snow.
As to varieties for autumn sowing,
the Prickly Winter and the Long
Standing are the best Ot the former
variety the term "prickly" applies only
to the seeds; not to the foliage or edible part

braln-faggln- g

g

How to Plant.

(Dy MAUDE IIYMEHS )
The woman owning a bit of ground,

President

May

Sell

Newspapers

in

Baltimore

across which runs a stream of water,
President Wilson wrote a mighty Interesting and helpful letter
is fortunate Indeed! especially If the BECAUSE
newspaper boys, in which he told them, besides other things,
home lies within dully driving distance that "the right road Is the straight road and Is tbe only road that will carry
to the city.
any man where he would care to go,''
For this low, moist ground, considand "that It isn't worth while to go
use
win.
ered usually as so much waste space,
If you cannot go with honor
anywhere
BAOCE
THIS
may be made to yield dollars to the
and
he was heartily
e i tr urn
'
woman capable of grasping the possicEr wo thanked by a committee' of the boys,
bilities of cultivating water cress.

9.

Va-a-- a-

This delectable salad plant Is more
valued in these days than ever before.
As the first step, have tbe stream
cleared, ready for planting the cress.
This may be done by plants or seeds,
either of which may be procured from
any reliable dealer. Better buy the
plants.
Set two rows the entire length ot
the ditch. Tick up six or ten stalks,
lay them at the bottom of the ditch
near the side, so the tops will be above
the water, then two feet from there aet
another "bunch of plants on the other
side, anchoring tbe plants Jy placing
a pile ot earth on the roots. '
If tbe plants must be
from seed, make a seed bed near the
spring In soft, wet ground, but do not
let the water run over It. Scatter the
seed and press Into the mud with a
spade. Transplant the planta any
time when large enough to handle.
When tbe cress has grown and
spreads over the top of the ditch, have
It mowed close to the top of the water,
clearing away all clippings, so tbey
will not choke the stream. When It
grows up again fresh and crisp you
will be ready to market your product.
Place a plank across tbe ditch on
which to alt, gather the cress with the
left hand and cut with a aharp knife,
havlug the stalks about three Inches
long.
Bunch neatly, fastening the stalks
with a rubber band and cutting oft
squarely.
Sprinkle lightly and keep
from tbe aun until sold.
Cress may be sold tor shipment, for
consumption in tbe borne market, or
to Individual customers, the price per
dozen or per bunch varying with difhome-grow-

n

rtn,

"

consisting of Samuel Frledel, seven
teen; George Harrison, fifteen; William G. McQuInn, fifteen, and Jesse
Rosensteln, fourteen.
Harrison handed the president a
badge of the child labor bureau of
fy
Baltimore, entitling him to sell news
papers In that city. He assured the
boys that if he ever got hard up he would use tbe permit to make some
money. Harrison is better known among the Baltimore "newsies" as "Germany," while McQuInn Is universally called "Giggles." It was a great embarrassment to "Germany" when he undertook to tell the president how
much the Baltimore "newsies" appreciated bia letter and tbe sentiments he
bad shown therein.
The president in his letter to the newsboys said:
"I am very glad to hear about the way in which you youngsters are beginning to take care of yourselves and atop the things that you are sure to
be sorry for afterward, and I want to send you this message of hearty good
will and express the hope that the things you are learning now will make
you not only more successful men, but happier men."

Girl

Drives

Congressional

Library

Jitney

Bus

Its

For Calumet never fails.

wonderful leavening qualities insure
perfectly shortened, faultlessly raised
bakings.

be compared

Cannot

with

other baking powders, which promise)
without performing.

Even a beginner in cooking
gets delightful results with this never-falli- ng
Calumet Baking Powder. Your
grocer knows. Ask him
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
FomJ Eip.dUon.

WorU'

CM. fS.

Pm

Fails FwniHin. Fraaea, Manh, ISI2.

A
JUST

M IIIHMllll
A

SIMPLE

I"

rUf -

QUESTION

good-size-

cut-of-

Hy following along the line ot "sci
entific'- feeding, many dairymen have

re happy appetites sharpen, thing
brighten up generally. And Calumet
Baiting Towder is responsible for it all.

for

That

Rotation.

other members of the family

office.

Tbe boy was told to take the bill across the corridor to the enrolling
clerk, who has bis desk In the office of the secretary of the senate. Tbe
boy started with the bill. It never reached the desk ot the enrolling clerk.
Excellent Field of Turnips.
For this fact the youngster was later wholly unable to account, nor has tbe
boy because he
disappeared by next feed time, and text of tbe measure ever been found. Nobody blames tbe
(By U R. JOHN8TON.)
was dead tired and probably not half awake when be started on bis errand.
Ai I tent the turnip year after year, soon the borses were ready to eat
But the fact that a sleepy child waa able to throw a monkey wrench Into the
I think more highly of lta value as a them with a relish.
machinery of congress, without the least Intention to do so, shows that the
not
too,
hogs,
The
will
eat
them
many
but
put
to
be
product
can
farm
that
legislative engine of the greatest republic in the world Is occasionally subject
uses. On the table It la wholesome with any avidity If otherwise well fed.
as many freak Ills as an automobile.
to
if
hogs
I
prefer
cook
to
them
and good and ranks after potatoes and For the
possible and mix them with shorts and
cabbage.
Life
As a feed I value it highly. There bran. Thua prepared they are eagerly School
Gives Children Training
Is no herbivorous animal that does not eaten.
relish It. The horse is often an apVe 'ao atir them, cooked soft. In
has a unique new school, the first one of Its kind to form
parent exception, but with a little ef- tbe poultry, mash of a morning.
WASHINGTON public schoor system of the city. It Is a school where desks
year
were
our
turnips
raised
Last
to
the
acqulie
taught
can
be
fort be
along a fence row which was formerly have given place to household furniture, sewing machines, work benches, tool
taste.
It is usual to say that turnips make occupied by a row ot old peach trees cases and the shoemaker'a bench and
the milk taste, but we are feeding and blackberries It waa thoroughly last. From Its class rooms Issue conour Jer- grubbed, planted to early potatoes and stantly the noise of hammer and saw,
them once a day at noon-tsey cow and selling the butter to then sown to turnips. It made a One the hum of the busy sewing machines,
the rattle ot pans and dishes and tbe
No taste of tur- crop.
pleased customers.
We drat pulled and pitted all the swish of broom and brush.
nips is distinguishable.
Through the open door come the
ones, but left a large numWe feed from a peck to a
When one is dropped where ber of small ones. As tbe autumn was rasp of file and plane, tbe rhythmic
the hens can get U, It never remains mild, these little ones contiuued to thump of the shoemaker's pegging.
long; during the winter the poultry grow until many of them were at Tbe energetic homy sounds of housekeeping float out to meet tbe visitor,
will eat large quantities ot turnips, large as the first crop.
In December we began pulling these while the appetizing aroma of atewlng
and they thus cheaply supply the
green vegetable ration so essential to and feeding tops and all to chickens fruit and delicious baking custards
and cow and horses and we are able extends a fragrant welcome. Books, papers, maps, charts and all of the
good health.
of the conventional schoolroom are missing.
t'p to the last of February I pulled to continue this, with a few days stereotyped paraphernalia
The blackboards are empty of history outlines, columns of spelling words,
up tops and roots from the patch and skipped, for over six weeks.
mathematical problems
geographical namea and
f
tops of those
Hefore this the
threw them into the poultry lot, where
working drawings for the
the hens would crowd around to get a first pitted furnished feed for a sur- of percentage and discount, portraying Instead
cobI per article thereof for a family
xliare. and it was surprising to see prising time, remaining fresh and young carpenter, day's menus and the
of six, names of cuts of meat and various terms In the lingo ot cookery and
hnw much they would eat, although green In piles on the ground.
All this has been said without men- marketing. Across the hall In the sewing classroom may be seen black
well ted on mash and grain.
As to the horses, I begun by toHsing tion ot tbe market value ot Uirnlp, board pictures of fashion's extremes.
It Is not until tbe startled gaze adjusts Itself somewhat to the novelty ot
a turnip Into the feed box as I passed which by reason of its great ylelt is
I have seen them the scene and the different classes are studied Individually that the real
them, which at first they would only often considerable.
school to dignify labor and
sniff at, and nose around, but It was grow at the rate of COO bushels to the spirit of this place makes Itself felt, for It is a
of lire.
girls
some
boys
demands
idea
of
the
give
to
and
to
acre.
turnips
bad
I
the
not long until noticed
Though all signs of academic instruction are absent from the shops and
housekeeping department, the pupils are faithfully taught the traditional
"It's" and all else prescribed In the usual curriculum for the grades to which
WOMEN MAKE MONEY
OVERLOOK VALUE OF
they belong. Music, physical culture and drawing are curtailed, but not
omitted.
HOME-GROWBY RAISING CRESS entirely
FOODS
N
In addition, the plan is to equip the pupils so that they may step out Into
the commercial world, and by making use of tbe instruction they have received here be able readily to secure employment In a familiar line of work,
Unless Foundation Is Well Laid Popular Salad Plant More Valued and also be spared many weary hours of apprenticeship, should they conclude to use what they have learned as the foundation upon which to build
in These Days Than Ever
Business Will Be Failure-Pra- ctice
their life work.
half-bushe-l.

The cook is happy, the

And If Man Hsd Waited He Surely
Would Have Had an Answer,
But He Didn't
"Mrs. Simpleton, I am a plain,
man."
"Yes, I know, Mr. Tarter."
"I never beat around the bush.
When I got ready to ask my first wife
did not
for ber bart and band
waste five minutes In coming to the
point."
"Oh, Mr. Tarter, but don't be too
sudden! You know our sex "
"Mrs. Simpleton, I have called' this
evening to ask you a question."
"Yes; but but but "
"And I want a plain, plump answer
either 'Yes' or 'No.' "
"It's awfully sudden. Mr. Tarter,
but I'll I'll try to to "
"I have known you three months."
"Yes."
"I don't think I'm mistaken la your
blunt-spoke-

character."

n

'

a

far

MIBIHHHIBaSal

Her Objection.
"So Maude has come back from the
front as a Red Cross nurse T"
"Yes, Indeed. She said If she did
all the horrid things tbey wanted her
to do, she would have been a perfect
sight whenever the photographers for
the papers came around. So she quit."
ALLEN'S rowT-EASfur the TROOPS;
of Allen's foot-Ease- ,
tha
Ovf r loo.OUOatiilMptk- puwrinr tu ahakaliiiojuuraljora, ara
beinn until bj the Orruiau and Alllad troops al
tba Kront Imwhum It rerta Ida (ret, (lra
relief toCorneand Bunlona, hot.awotlaa
actaltif, tender feet, and makea walking eaay.
Bold ever; where, t&c. Try II TODAY.
Don't
accept tuf sunatltuia. Adv.

Pretty Blue. t
What Is this Blue Bird
we hear so much about?
Snaplelgh The Dove of Peace-Jud- ge.
Saplee

Torn

ow

will trll totj

DHtrnonrr

fry Murine Sire Hemeay for Had, Week. Watery
No Hmanln- gHrellde:
Bree and tiranulau-Hra coniforu
Write fur book or ine ara
by Bull k'ree. Marina Mya Itenwdy Co. UBioaa

Lots of strange things are done IS
the name of precedent. Toledo Blaofe

"Oh, Mr. Tarter!"
"Now, then, 1 am to be married to
Jennie Jackson tomorrow. Do you
want a position as housekeeper?"
When she revived and a: t up ho
had vanished, and, though she reached
out with her fingers for his hair, tbey
clutched nothing but emptiness.

whits clothes.

Dog Hero Saves Little Girl.
Little KIhIp Perry, daughter ot C. L.
Perry of Wilson, N. C was saved
from the fangs of a rabid dog by the
bravery of a nondescript dog, the
property of Mr. Perry, and the con-

173

Ten smiles for s nickel. Always buy Red
CroM Hail Blue: have beautiful,
clear
Adv.

There's a vast difference between
theoretical and practical religion.
The trouble with most plans Is that
they won't work.

ETZ

stant playmute of little Elsie.
While pluylng in front of ber home
the little girl was attacked by a large
'
IIMtaTtarWIuaT
dog, which came running down the
street. Her plnymote, much smaller 5 Pattenrer, Gray
than the attacking dog, threw himself Davit, Elictrle Light
on it, and battled grimly, until the
little girl escaped into the house. The and Starter, 2511 .p.
W

nmn
www

canine hero was terribly bitten In the
encounter, and when it was learned
that the strange dog had rabies the
hero had to be shot, as physicians
said It was certain he would go mad.
He was burled with the hlghoRt honors.

Oreateat bill climber; IS to 80 mllea on I f allon
aaaollne. 10,000 mllea on one aet of tlrea. tfiew
ai l speedometer, one man Mobatr top, ICS Inch
wheel baaa, wood or wlra wheela, StxSs Inrh
Urea, weight t,A0 pounda. eUII lai CUTIIUI

FIND OUT
The Kind of Food that will Keep You
Well.

Pianos

The true way la to find out what Is
beat to eat and drink, and then cultivate a taste for those things Instead

of poisoning ourselves with improper,
indigestible food, etc.
A conservative Mass. woman writes:
flrst Jitney bus to be operated In the capital Is driven by a young
5 years for
THE Miss Elizabeth Cushman, who utilizes her care to take fellow clerks "I have used Grape-Nut- s
In sickat the congressional library to and from their homes in Cleveland Park. the young and for tbe aged;following
ness and In health; at first
Miss Cushman says she is not rundirections carefully, later In a variety
ning a "regular" Jitney line. It is
of ways as my taste and judgment
Just an accommodation line, run at
suggested.
the request of girl friends In Cleve"But its most special, personal benland Park, who are associated with
has been as a substitute for meat,
efit
the library.
v
. rJ
T
and served dry with cream when rheuMiss Cushman says she was in
matic troublea made It Important for
tbe Ziabit of picking up her friends Ir
me to change diet
the morning to take them to the li"Served In this way with the addibrary, and then would drive them
tion of a cup of hot Postum and a little
borne with her at night. Her friends
fruit It has been used at my morning
Insisted on paying for tbe ride, and
meal for six months, during which
the congressional library Jitney bus.
line was launched. "The jitney bus pays," Miss Cushman said. "I believe time my health bas much Improved,
It would pay to Install a regular schedule between Cleveland Park and down- nerves have grown steadier, and a
gradual decrease In my excessive
town, even though It Is a 'long haul.' "
It is about four miles from the Cleveland Park neighborhood to the weight adds greatly to my comfort."
ferent localities.
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
library.
If tbe cress la crisp and tender tbe
Miss Cushman does not believe a line from Chevy Chase to tbe down- Creek. Mich. Read "The Road to
matter of marketing will take care of town section would be a paying venture, owing to the distance, but she is
In pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Itself and tbe returns will be sufficient surprised that jitney bus lines have not been Inaugurated la cross-towrru
shava Irttrrt A aaw
Evrr
mpprmn fraaa Urn ta tlaia. Thar
and sure.
streets and from districts that are not served by car lines.
ara craalaa, traa, aaS fall at fcaaa
la

bert

Well-vllle-

,"

hv Martea In Mulct ut Kraal's.
,
The Colorado Cartefcar Co.

aittrikatara

1636 Broadway

tv&aver, Colorado

t

AQkNTS WANTED

LiVtv

Victrolas

Mention catalog you are Interested In and
we'll aend it free, prepaid, with full information of our "EASY PAY PLAN." We
prepay freight charges and sell under s
"money back" guarantee.
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DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because il

Does Not Stick to the Iron

sad it will not Injurs the finest fabric. Foi
laundry purges tit bas ao equal 16 ot..
package 10c 3 aiore stsrek for tame mosey.

- Omaha,

DEFIANCE STARCH CO-

PATENTS
BauaiaaanaaMa.

Nebraska

F. C.le en,
Wateea
Pataat Lewrer.W hiDUia,
I.0. Atvtceendtwnklr,

Blsaan rafeiaooe. aMetaaretoaa

Rara Book

Jrt!!rSSt

tnimnr,ti I we, a
rare Kortbera amwat
CI'nUN r.DACS enalllr
end

where, itaio aaaia. tai, im
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Seal
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News

The

THIS IS YOUR

W.

3

BANK

Reese & Pardue

On job work (which is the chief
item) the News bid 25 per cent

8, 1879.

Attorneys at Law

less than the commercial rate
Office in Worley Bldg.
and the Journal offered no bid
One Year
$1.00 Any
Opposite Postoffie
experienced newspaper man
50c
8ix Months
Rooms 4 and 5.
in the country will tell you that
he would rather print the ordi
New Mexico.
Clovis,
Now we are ready for those nances at one half the legal rate
spring poems.
'The flowers are and get his own prices for the
creeping beneath our feet The job work, in such matters as
little brooklet trickles down the this, than to cut 25 per cent off
Physician and Surgeon
the job work. The latter is
mountain sidlet Tra la."
Office in Jackson Bldg,
about all the City printing
Opposite Postoffice
amounts to as but few ordi
Now all together for that 4th
nances are now passed.
Office Phone 231 Residence 269
of July celebration.
If you
The News inauired of both
want the people to go elsewhere
clerk and the mayor on what we
to celebrate and spend their
should submit our bid, but they
E.
money, why just keep your
did not know.
A committee
hands in your pockets, do was appointed
DENTIST
in the matter.
nothing and knock the effort
whose duty it was to advise the
Over First National Bank.
parties in interest on what mat
Phone 95.
A good rain fell in Clovis ters they should
submit bids.
Clovis,
New Mexico.
Wednesdny evening, which w ill but only one of them
advised us
be of much benefit to crops com verbally that there was
to be
ing up. From all reports the any bidding. When
this com
ram was not general and ex mittee opened the bids and
saw
tended only a short distance that there was a discreDancv in
north. A heavy fain fell south the bids, they should have re
Physician & Surgeon
oi uovis.
jected them and called for new
TERMS

The new concrete building on
the rear of the First National
Bank lot on West Grand Avenue
is nearing completion. The old
frame building which housed
the first Clovis postoffice will be
removed.

Ariator Sues Villa

News Bid Lowest
PROFESSIONAL
Clovis
In the submission of bids for
the city printinir by the News
A. Gillenwater
and the Journal, considered by
The News Printing (Company
Publishers.
the City Council Monday night.
LAWYER
both agreed to print the minutes
New Mexico
Entered at the post office at without cost The Journal bid Clovis,
one
half
legal
the
rate on ordi
Clovis, N. M. as second class
matter under the act of March nances and the News 331-- less
OF SUBSCRIPTION

It is your friead.
It is for your convenience.
It will help you save.
It will care for your savings
It will pay you interest on

Dr.J.B.Westerfield

them.

It will give

you expert
vice when you are

M. Chapman

ad-

The advice it gives you will
be sound.
It will be your friend in
prosperity.

It

will assist you to avoid
or overcome adversity.
Keep your money in YOUR
bank and pay your bills
by check.
It is the modern way.
It is the safe way.

Dr. J. R. Haney

t
v.

an
who rave
'
exhibition in Clovis
last fall, going from here to
Roswell and from the latter
place to El Paso, sold his machine to Viila and is having
Cattle Inspector, Ben Birdwell
some difficulty making the
according to the follow- went to Portales Sunday to ating item taken from the El Paso tend the funeral of f! r
Mitchell,
who died Saturday!
paper:
"Alleging that, under a Con- Mr. Mitchell was one of the ni,i
trary ho onirl a Wricht aerODlane timers of Portales and Uu
and has only received partial several responsible positions-He
payment, John S. Berger, has
was county clerk of Roosi
t in tViA 41st district velt County at the time of h
court against Francisco Villa, death.
Hipolito Villa and Luis Gaxiola
On account of the serious in.
for $6,000.
ness of A. N. Hill, his wife
alleges
on
Dlaintiff
that
The
Jan. 14. 1915. ha entered into was obliged to close her
school. There wan an
contract with the defendants
attendance
of 14 little tots.
for the delivery of an $8,000
Wright aeronlane and duD icate The school was closed with apparts. He represents that he propriate exercises b v tha
delivered the machine and re- youngsters, after which Mrs.
ceived $2,000 as Dart payment. Hill treated the little ones tn.
but has been unable to collect ice cream and cake.
the remaining $6,000, for which
Plumbing. Repair promDt nnr.
he sues.
Saturday morning an attach satisfactory. Phone 72.
ment was levied on 110 boxes, or
110.000 round:! of ammunition
consigned to the Villa authorities
and in possession of the Wells,
Fargo & Co. Garnishment was
also served against the Rio
Sweet Potato Plants,
Grande Valley Bank & Trust
company,"
Peppers, Cabbage,

c ParorF
awa",

kinder-garte-

It is the most convenient
Tomatoes, House
Office Opposite Postoffice
are not criticizinir the
. Methodist Church
way.
May 30
Plants, Etc.
Journal and all we asked for is
Dlirinor tho warm urenrVinr lor
is the ONLY way.
It
.
i
play.
fair
We have no "holler"
us ao our Dest to Keep the sun-da- y
is the way of ALL sue- coming, as we did not expect to D. L.
School and the attendance
D. .It cessful
men.
at Church up to the highest
get the work in the first Dlace
standard.
Pleasa brethern do
Physician & Surgeon
We passed the matter un entire
Make it YOUR way.
And some excuse to stay
not
ly for two weeks after bids had
away from either of the services
Inquire at Green House 2
office in elks home
been called for with the expec
next Sunday. We give a cordial
or Phone 242.
Office
Phone
146.
Res
326
Phone
invitation
all
dropping
to
to
tation of
attend our
the matter as
church.
J. H. Messer, Pastor.
we knew our chances were slim:
Its easy enough for the other
County Commissioners.
Ben Jl Jl Jl .1 J Jl Jl Jl jf j . Jt M Jl j .1
fellow to come to your bid after
Crawford,
of.Hollene,
W.
and
The city is still working over he sees it.
H. Doughton, of Blacktower,
DLNTIST
This is all we have now to sav
time in its clean up campaign
were in the city to attend a
Office Opposite P. 0.
and every where the results are afcout this mattes or will have to
special
called meeting of the
Phone 89.
We want your farm
apparent. If the DeoDle of Tin say about it.
R. A. R's. at Nick's shoe store
CLOVIS,
NEW MEX.
vis will closely follow the in- loans.
Can handle
Tuesday.
them on short nostructions laid down by the city
There is one thing that we alMr. Truxel, ,of Amarillo dis
tice.
authorities, this will be made as
n
ways
admired
agent for
about
trict
citizenthe
Avery
clean and as healthy a town as
See us at once!
ship of Clovis and that was that
Threshing Machine Comoanv.
'can be found in the country.
Physician & Surgeon
was
it
free
in
was
from
city
cliques
bosses,
the
Wednesday,
Neglect to do this and you will
The
gangs. It was everybody's Special attention to diseases of
with, Wilkinson and
have a filthy, disease germ in- and
.
Union
town and we lived as one big the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Mortcao-Ramey,
the local agents for
fn.
fested city.
and Fitting Glasses.
family on an equal basis, but we
ie company.
jl
J Jl Jl Ji Jl jl jl jl j j j j j j! j j,
Over Hears Pharmacy
We are advised by W. W. are about to throw up the sDonire
Office Phone IN. Residence Phone i,
S. A. JONES, President
after maintaiming that idtn for Clovis,
White, former postmaster
New Mex.
at seven years.
S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
A well defined
Havener, that a rural mail route
W. SKARDA, Cash.
A.
is
gang
now in the process of
will be started out from Havener
they
formation
and
live north of
on J une 1st. The patrons of the
Have 16 good teams and am now ready to do that plowing
D.
service must notify the post- Grand Avenue. Two guesses
while
the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
masters that they must have for a jitney.
of the firm of Dre. Presley A gwearhujfa
surface work, such as listing, grading, making surface
of RoaweU
their boxes in readiness hfn
. tanks, etc.
Prices reasonable.
TOM REAGAN.
Notice of Contest.
that date in order that the route
will
be
in
Clovis
from
the
15th
Notice
of
Contest
can be put in operation.
to 20th of each month treatins
Department of the Interior. United Stale
Department of the Interior. United Bute
Office. Fort Sumner, N. II.. Anril 21. 191S.
diseases
of the Eve. Ear. Nose Land
Land Oince. Fort Sumner. N. H., April 26, 19!S.
To Enoch W. Paean of Unknowu, Contests):
Episcopal Chuch
To Albert H. Hardin of Hereford. Texai.
and Throat and Fitting Glasses. You are hereby notified that Isaac H. Brasher
lee:
Sunday, May 30, is Trinity
who gives Claud, N. II., as hla
ad.
You are hereby
laaae H. Brasher,
dress, did on. Deem her 12, 1916. Die in thia office
bunday. Rev. D. A. San ford. who gives Claud. N.notM.liedai that
his
his duly corroborated application to contest and
.H,l..
Pastor. Sunday School at 9:45 did on December 12, IMS. Ale in thia office hli du
secure the cancellation of your homestead entry
ly corroborated application to nntni sn.l
..r.
Serial No. 068U8, made June 27th, 1908, for N. E.
DR. H. R. GIBSON
a, m. Services at 11 a, m. and the
cancellation of your homestead entry. Serial
(JOHNSON BROS.)
Section 2, Township 4 N.. Hans M K.. N. II
7:30 p. m. Subject of Rermons No. 0197, made July 80.
for NW. 1.4. a.
P. Meridian, and aa (rounds for his eontaat he
Twp. 4 N Kanire ME., N. M. P. Meridian, and
alleges
that the said Enoch W. Pagan has wholly
'Things Temporal and Things as
for hit contest he alleges that the
abandoned the said land since the date of Ming
aid Albert H. Hardin has wholly abandoned the Treats all diseases
Eternal."
same,
on
he never established residence on said
both acute
aid land above described In thia. He ha not culand chronic. Special attention land, never cultivated aame and has r.lh.1 i..
LADY ASSISTANT
tivated nor resided on the said land since the H.i
AMBULANCE SERVICE
given to diseases of women. every payticular to comply with the requireof filing.
ments of the law.
Day
Kansas and Oklahoma have
had a superabundance of rain
during the past two week-Flood conditions prevailed in
parts of Kansas last
During this period the balmy
breezes of the plains were din.
tinctly felt in this section and
consideralbe real estate was
transferred from one farm to
another.

'
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bids.
We
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Connell, M.

.

Clovis

Green

House

t

i

R. R. DUNCAN

Money! Money!;

THE

FIRST

NATIONAL

DR. A. L. DILLON

the

BANK

con-fsrrin-

....

g

PLOWING!

PLOWING!

D. Swear in gin

Con-te-

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.

a

post-offi-

i

noat-affi- ra

4

11)08.

Estray Notice

Lost
farm

or estrayed from my
10 miles northeast
df
Clovis on or about Feb. 1. one
motley faced red heifer, 2 year
old, brand 8 on right hip. Reward.
J. B. Anderson,
County Clerk, D. J. Finegan
and wife, of Tucumcari, were
here attending the Elks' enter
tainment last week,

Osteopath

I

You are, therefore further notifl,l ih.l tk.
said alterations will be taken aa confessed, and
your said entry will be cancelled without further
rUrht to he heard either before this nin nr ....
appeal, if you fail to Die In thi office within
twenty doys ufter the FOUKTH nihlln.ilnn
thin notice, as shown below, your answer, unriar
oath, apecilirally repondlna- - to these ailninitbin.
of contest, toirethor with due proof that you have
served a repy of your answer on the said
either in pctson or by registered mail.
lou should state In your answer the name f
e
the
to which you desire future nut lent
to be sent to you.
A.J. EVAMH
Date of first publication May T. 1916
"
second
May 14. 2916
"
May 21. 191S
third
" foutrh
"
May W. 1916

Embalmers and Funeral Directors

patients examined free

Office 103

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
Clovis,
New Mexico.
2

Walker's Market
for all kinds of

I(l.i

Meats and Produce
Phone

123.

Phone

123.

You are therefore, further notified that th.
said allegations will be taken as confessed, mnii
your said entry will be canceled without further
right to be heard, either before this nllir.
appeal, if you fail to Die In this office within
twenty days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown below, your answer, under
oath, specifically responding to these allegations
of contest, together with duo proof that you
have served a copy of your answer on the said
contestant either In person or by registered mall.
rou should ststo in your answer the name of
the post office to which you desire f u
to bo Miit to you.
A. J. EVANS
Dato of tint publication My 7. 1916
Mcond
May M, 101ft
" May 21. IMS
third
" " fntaftk
"
M. ma ..a..

Phone 211.

Night Phone 235.

BarawBaMOBaai

rn

G

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Night Phone 38.

WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T.
& S. F. R R CO
Wat WAIN 1 YUUK DEPOSITS

THE GLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
"BETTER THAN THE
LAW REQUIRES"

nipprrriDc.
ALEX SHIPLEY, Pre.., JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vic.

Prs., J. C

NELSON,

Chi.,,

W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL, W. H.
DUCKWORTH.

L.

H. SANDERS

1

"J

ancy

Ribbons

The very latest patterns direct from the factory.
Neck Cords,
The latest in Ladies' Neck-weaand Fancy Waist Pins.
r,

McKinley Music
10c per copy.

WH

m

ING'S

Triangle
Electric Irons

I3KXK1

Local and Personal
See Whiting's ad in this issue.

Today is the last day of school
for the term.
John Doose, of Texico, was
in the city this week.
T. J. Allen was down from
Texico Wednesday.
Hugh Woods has accepted a
position with Mears Pharmacy.
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
,
H. I Davenport left for
Texas, Wednesday.
W. W. Hungate, of Pleasant
Hill, was in town Wednesday.
R. C. Edgell, of the Melrose
Enterprise, was in town Wednesday.
T. L. Melaven, of Santa Rosa,
is in the city looking after his
property interests.
W. L. Spencer, of Elk vCity,
was a visitor in the city Wednesday.
J. F. Ohr, who lives sixteen
miles northwest of Clovis, was
in after supplies this week.
Lee Johnson and J. M. Eads,
of near St Vrain, were in the
city Wednesday.
E. F. Hardwick is in Oklahoma this week on business
matters.
Joel Johnson, who has a farm
northwest of Clovis, was in
town Saturday.
J. D. Fleming, better known
as "farmer" Fleming, was in
town Tuesday.
Grandma Massy, of Amarillo,
is here visiting Mr. and Mrs.
O. 0. S'iipwith for a few days.
Lake-view-

Mrs. Jonathan Horn, who'

re-

sides 20 miles north west of Clovis, was in after supplies Tues
day.
Larvin Skipwith, who has
been visiting his grandmother
in Amarillo for several weeks,
returned home Tuesday.

father of Roy
conformerly
Strouvelle, who
is
Grocery,
Cash
Roy's
ducted
and
Missouri
Moberly
from
here
says that he will purchase land.
He is better pleased with the
country than on previous visits.
Mr. Strouvelle,

Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
C. Delano, of Hollene, was in
the city after supplies Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Miller are
the proud parents of a girl, born
on the 24th.
A boy was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Burnett, Tuesday. They
reside on the we3t side.
Miss Bess Douglass, of neau
Blacktower, was here shopping
Monday.

Ivan Bridges expects to have
his residenee completed in two
weeks.
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
J. L. Greear, the kaffir korn
kandy king, was in Clovis Monday calling on the local trade.
W. W. Bailey, who has a
ranch north of Clovis. was a
visitor in the city Wednesday.
George Clark, of Edmonton,
Canada, was a Clovis visitor
this week. Mr. Clark expects
to locate in this country.
It is reported that attorney,
R. E. Rowells, who recently removed to Hugo, Oklahoma, will
return and again locate here.
C. E. Mattison, of Wahson,
Indiana, was here the first of
the week looking over the city,
with a view of investing.
The school children are busy
this yweek preparing for the
School
final school exercises.
will close today.
Lem Cheshire, of Farwell. was
Dame rumin the city Monday,
or has it that Mr, Cheshire was
recently married.
E. C. Baker, a Fort Sumner
merchant, was in the city Monday en. route home, after a two
weeks' visit in Louisiana.
R. H. McLister and family, of
Mangum, Oklahoma, are here
looking for a location. Mr. Mc
Lister formerly resided near
Elida.
W. E. Vaughn, of Muskogee,
Oklahoma, has leased the plan
inz mill from Mrs. J. S. Marsh
and has moved his family here
to reside.
Miss Julia Baker left Tuesday
for Little Rock, Arkansas, after
an extended visit here with her
brothers. C. C. and Henry
Baker.
--

,

AN OPPORTUNITY TO SEE
The Panama Canal- -

if rJ

The Panama Exposition
at a low rate. Effective June 1st. The rate
Yia
f anal nnft WRV throueh New York will
I IB
V

Let me help plan this trip.

Iron Clad Hosiery, the very
A. J. Rodes.

best

R. L.
G. T. Davidson and
Porter, of Paducah, Texas, were
in Clovis Wednesday looking
over the country for a location.
official court
Miss Estes,
stenographer for Judge Richardson, is in the city visiting
her sister, Mrs. W. B, Mers- felder.
Brine your hens to Clovis
Creamery and Produce Co. We
are paying 10c Cash for nice fat
hens.
Buel Elmore has leased the
Jenkins building just north. of
the freight depot, where he has
opened a confectionery and short
order.

Fine Line Ginghams. A.
J. Rodes
"Old Dutch," which was
shown at the Lyceum Tuesday
night, is said to have been the
best film picture ever presented
to the Clovis public.
Messrs S. H. Holland, W. J
Curreti, D. R. Shupe and A. C.
Lewis went out in Mr. Holland's
car Sunday on a land inspection
trip near Claud.
Sudan Grass Seed 10 cents a
pound. Clovis Feed Store, J. A.
tf.
McFarlin Proprietor.
Misses Johnson, of Muleshoe
and Farwell. were in Clovis

shopping with Grisamore and
Osborne Monday. They will attend the Normal at Canyon City
this summer.
Shoes! Shoes! Shoes! for

the family.

Phone 156

L. R. CONARTY, Agent.

Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
Attorney W. A. Havener went
to Slaton on business Tuesday,
returning Thursday.
Shipley Brothers Cattle Com
pany have purchased 2,000 head
of cattle to restock their big
ranch northwest of Clovis.

Fred VV. James went out to
Field with the road commissioners Wednesday to map out a
new road.
Stock, Rock. Crazy Eyes and
No. 2 Salt for sale at the Model
Grocery.

and

WORK

WELL

Enamelware
Enamelware
i

Heavy Enamelware, guaranteed, at prices so low
that you will scarcely believe it. You have been
paying just twice as much for Enamelware and
Graniteware as we now ask.
A double vessel Cereal Cooker
A 5 Gallon Bucket for only

A. J. Rodes.

A 5

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tucker
have rented rooms in the Owen
building.
The residence that
formerly
rented on Merri- thev
weather Street was sold to Fulton Slaton.
Dr. II. C. Jarvis, president of
the Schell City Missouri Bank,
is in the city visiting his friend,
Mr. Jarvis is
S. A. Erdmann.
accompanied by Mrs. Jarvis and
they stopped off here while en
route to California to visit the
expositions.

Garden and Field seeds now

are.
in, and a fine ' lot they
When you need seeds of any
kind, get them at Clovis Creamery and Produce Co. and save
f
money.
t--

Hoes, Rakes and garden tools.
Phone 72. We deliver.

Mrs. B. J. Norby, of Melrose,

and daughter, Mrs. Hendrix, of

Farwell, were in Clovis Tuesday. Mrs. Norby will spend a
couple of weeks visiting her
daughter at Farwell.
K. K. Scott, who has been
A. J. Whiting, the merchant, spending the past two weeks at
returned from Kansas Thursday the Ben Crawford ranch near
A. L. Patton, the auto mail
where he went to consult a Hollene, left for Portales Wedand passenger car rier operating specialist. He has almost re- nesday. Mr, Scott is district
Grady,
between here
attorney of this district.
gained his normal health.
carried the first dusky skinned
Watch for our line of Childamsel over the line Tuesday.
Attorney. Fred Dennis, who
She said: "Mistah Patting am has temporarily been associated dren's Dresses and Hats. A.
so commodatin."
with Harry Patton, has removed J. Rodes.
his office into the rooms occupied
by the Union Mortgage Company on West Grand Avenue.
Ottawa Star Nurseries
I am prepared for drilling and
kinds of Trees ShrubAll
Oil and Gasoline Stoves. Rebery and Flowers.
all kinds of well repair work.
frigerators. Phone 72.
38 years experience.
See me for prices.
F. M. MOORE
W. F. MOORE
W. F. BRAS WELL
Local
solicitors.
5 Miles Southeast of Clovis.

all

Seeds, Bulk Seeds.

AMD

be $90.05 from Clovis.

Visit Whiting's Variety Store
Sam Pipkin, of near Claud has
a hundred acres of wheat which
he estimates will make thirty
bushels to the acre.
Steve Coldren, of Kansas City
was in town Wednesday and
Paul Coldren, of Mulesh oe, was
in the city Tuesday.

Quart Tea Kettle for only

Largest size Dish Pan for only

30c
50c
50c
50c

2g Coffee Pots, Pans, Kettles, etc., at corresponding

low prices. If you need Enamelware, now is your
chance. Don't forget our Grocery Sales.
'

i

"

YOU CAN ALWAYS DO BETTER AT THE

x

did

(Grocery

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Telephone 29.

r

THE CLOVIS NEWS
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COLORADO

FOLKS WON
FORTUNES IN HEALTH

When you are sick you want to get
well In a hurry.
The very first dose of Mayr's Wonderful Remedy will start you on the
way. It I a proven remedy for stomach troubles.
It ha been taken with lucces by
sufferer in all part of the country.
Here are expression of appreciation
from a few of the many Colorado people to whom it ha proven It merit:
GEORGE ASHLEY. Holt. Colo.
Maids-at-Arms"e"I took your full treatment and must
tc
of
say It did me a whole lot of good. 1
am working hard now and eating
everything In sight. I am thankful
d
SON
y
P.T. OOLUEft
for tbe good your medicine ha done
COPYRIGHT 2V RORT. "W CHAMBERS CCPyRIGtfT
me."
SYN0PSI9.
the enraged Rlttmelster, shaking his bir in a low voice, bent and kissed ( Stunned for an instant, the Countess mons; the young officer stopped to th
W. E. BARNETT. Glen. Colo. "I
net up at the brightening alarm signal my bands.
I
stood there motionless, her face turned loop-holand looked out, then hastily cannot say anything but word of
fnrarlrtt, an Amortran aoMler of
An Uhlan laid a heavy hand on the
"Were you once an officer of our towards the window. I struggled to removed bis helmet and thrust his praise for your' Wonderful Remedy
miiliy of (ho Frmrh
tiin In ihi
taking one bottle. .1 bad spent
shoulder of the listening Countess
African battalions?" he asked. In the sit upright
1'nlli'e at the outbreak of the
blond head through the smoky aper- after
all I wa able to spend
war, la onlered
to arreat she tried to draw back, but he pushed Arab tongue.
"Where Is the safest place for us ture. "March those prisoners In be- for the last two year. lor medicine
John Kuihliurat. a trailer of the Com- her brutally Into
Now I feel
r
the carriage, and she
of spahl cavalry," 1 to stay?" she asked. Her voice was low!" be shouted down.
of having atolen
munist mill
like your remedy ha
brought ma
While aearch-In- stumbled and fell Into the cushions said, smiling. "And you are a Kabyle perfectly steady
the Krenrh i rcra'ii
A moment later came a trample of from my grave."
for nui-- hurst. Fcnrlett la ordered to
mountaineer from Constantino, I see."
"In the cellarr I beg you to go at feet on the landing outside, the door
Mayr'a wonderful Remedy give per
arrest i'i unt.a de VaNeart and tifr group beside me.
of aorlalhits and escort them to the IM- Fever had already begun to turn my
"It is true as I recite the fatha." once.
manent results for stomach, liver and
was flung open, and three prisoner
Inn border
Hcirlflt flnoa Sylvia Elve
head; the Jolting of the carriage cried the great fellow, beaming on me.
Bang! A shell blew up In a shower were brutally pushed Into the room. Intestinal ailment. Eat a much and
of the i. Icon iltaKulmtri ua a peaaant
rfirrtee htr In fj 'I'rnDDe where th brought me to my senses at times. If
whatever you like. No more distress
The muslo of bis
of slates and knocked a ohlmney into
I tried to turn and look at tbem;
cotinteaa and her friends are nsaembled.
aavM I could only have fainted, but I could tongue refreshed me; old scenes and a heap of bricks.
they stood In the dusk near the bed, after eating, pressure of gas In th
All an- arrelet. The rounteaa
Urarlett from a fatal fall from the roof not, and the agony grew o intense memories of the camp at Oran, the
"Do you Insist on etaylng by that but I could only make out that one stomach and around the heart Get one
He denounce
of the how
Burkhurat that I bit my lip through
Dottle of your druggist now and try It
to choke the
cavalry with the
she asked, without a quiver wa a Turco, his Jacket in rags, hi
aa the lender of the Heda and the rounon an absolute guarantee If not satis
teaa conduct him to where Hurkhtiret I
cream that strained my throat
cloaks, rushed on me thick and In her voice.
scarlet
canvas breeches covered with mud.
factory money will be returned. Adv.
Mcrcted.
Once it wa, I think, very near day fast; incidents, trivial matter of the
"Yes, I do." said I. "Will you go
Again tbe lieutenant came to the
I
break
came
bazaars,
came
out of a dream in
faces of comrades dead,
to the cellar?'
loop-holand glanced out, then shook
CHAPTER IV. Continued.
Heir, Not a Gale.
"No," she said, shortly,
hi head, motioning the soldiers back.
Buckhurst looked at me, long which I wa swimming through oceans to me In flashes. My eyes grew moist
The guide suddenly baited the party
my
I saw her walk toward the rear of
throat swelled, I whimpered:
enough to see that the end of hi rope of water, drinking as I ewam. The car
"It Is too high and tbe arc of lire of Americans.
Olve me a drink. In God's name!'
the room, hesitate, sink down by the too limited." he said, shortly. "Detail
had corhe. Then he slowly turned his riage had (topped.
Ah, there comes tbe heir to the
Again he held up the blue water- - edge of the bed and lay her face in four men to hold tbe stairs, ten men
"Are you suffering?" cam a lo
deadly eyes on the girl before him.
throne," he said, removing hi hat a
bottle.
I
a
After
moment
voice,
"Is
It
pillow.
said:
my
the
to
close
ear.
sergeant
In tbe room below, and a royal equipage appeared.
Scarlet to the rooti of ber hair, she
and a
Shells rained fast on Morsbronn; you'd better tako your prisoner down
"Madame, could I have a little wa a battle or a bouvculado? But I need
stood there, utterly stunned.
Then
The little boy of the party nudged
not
cannon
enough.
me
tell
ask;
I
the
nearer
and
nearer
guns;
ter?"
bellowed
the
muttered.
the sudden double beat of horses'
there. Bayonet that Turco tiger If hi mother an whispered:
Are
they
Mus
storming
heights.
the
celling
plaster
the
my
Very
above
gently she laid me back. I
head he shows bis teeth again. March!"
hoofs broke out along the avenue beDid be take off his hat for fear the
cracked and fell In thin flakes, filling
low, and, through the red sunset I was entirely without power to move tapha ?'
filed, out I turned
As (be prisoner
air would blow It off?"
"Macache
comprendlr,"
sol
said the
aw a doxeo horsemen come scamper- below my waist or to support my
once more and thought I recognised
dier, dropping Into patois. "There Is
ing up the drive toward us. At the body.
Salah Ben Ahmed in the disheveled
BABY LOVES HIS BATH
same moment I stepped out Into the
She filled my cap with river water much noise, but we Turcos are here in
Turco, but could not be certain, so
driveway to signal the riders, raising and held It while I drank.' After I Morsbronn, and we have seen nothing
disfigured and tattered the soldier
my hand.
With Cutlcura 8osp Because to Sooth
had my fill she bathed my face, pass but sparrows.
"Are you detailed to look after me?"
ing her wet bands through my hair
ing When HI Skin I Hot
Instantly a pistol flashed then
high- Under
window
th
the
flat
He said he was, and I Informed him
and another, and a doien harsh and over my eyes. The carriage
began
to
deep
pitched
drum
rattle;
that I needed nobody; that It waa
These fragrant supercreamy emol
voices shouted: "Houura!
Hourra! moved on and I fainted.
voice shouted; the whole street unmuch more Important for everybody
lients are a comfort to children. The
Preussen!"
dulated with masses of
rejoin
should
bis
In
that
he
battalion
CHAPTER V.
"Mllle tonnerret" roared Delmont;
uniforms, moving forward through the 8osp to cleanse and purify, the Ointthe street below, where even now I
"the Prussians are beret"
smoke. A superb regimental band be- ment to soothe and heal rashes, ItchAlgerian
buglee blow
could hear the
The Immortals.
gan to play; the troops broke out Into ing, chaflngs, etc. Nothing more ef"Look out! Stand back there) Oet
When I became conscious again I ing a silrery sonnerle "Oarde
fective. May be used from the hour
heavy cheering.
the women back!" I cried, as an
vous!"
of birth, with absolute confidence.
Uhlan wheeled his bora
"Vorwarts!
came
straight was lying on a table. Two men were
the
Vorwarts!"
i am buian
a mara
Sample each free by mall with Book.
through a bed of geraniums and Bred leaning over me; a third came up,
steady commands.
holding a basin. There was an odor bout of the Third Turcos," he said,
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XY,
his horse-pisto- l
at me.
"The Invasion has begun," I ssld.
my
I
proudly.
per
"Have
inspector's
Adv.
Delmont dragged the young Count-s- of carbolic in the air.
Her face was expressionless, save Ilosfon. "
mission to go?"
The man with th basin made
to the shelter of an elm; Sylvia
for the brightness of her eyes.
Salah
"Go,
the
Natural Inference.
Blveo and Tavernler followed; Back-hor- horrid grimace when he caught my bout," said I, laughing.
Suddenly a company of pioneers ar
"Please, sir, I'd like this afternoon
ran to the carriage and leaped eye; nis race was a curious golden
double-quick- ,
on
rived
the
baited,
fell
soldier
The
stiffened to attention;
yellow, his eye let blaok, and at first
In,
out, and began to break down the off to go to my cousin's funeral."
his bronied hand flew to his scarlet
"Tour cousin? Oh, I see! Tou are
"No resistance!" bellowed Delmont, I took him for a fever phantom.
doors of the bouses on either
locked
Then my bewildered eyes fastened fei, and, "Salute! 0 my Inspector!
saving up your grandmother for th
as Basard snatched up the pistol I
the
of
same
At
side
the
street
time
on his scarlet fet, pulled down over he cried, sonorously, and was gone at
had taken from Bockhurst.
Prvsslan Infantry came hurrying past championship games."
But the
Zouave a bound.
Invalid had already fired at a horse- his left ear, the
dragging
behind them dotens of vehi
been lying there motionless "Look There I" 8ns Crlsd In Terror.
are forI had hour,
man, and had gone down under the Jacket, with Its bright-yelloBe hPPT. t'ae Red Cross Bas Blue:
cles, long
gardener
my bead on my band,
an
merciless hoofs with a lance through besques, the canvas breeches, leggings sniveling, when there came a knock the room with an acrid, smarting carts, heavy wheelbarrows, even a much better than liquid blue. Delights
laced close over the thin chins and
bis face.
dust Down the street a dull sound dingy private carriage, with tarnished th laundress. All grocers. Adv.
ankles of an Arab. And I knew him at the door, and I hastily buttoned my
My Brat impulse was to shoot
S'ew lnt0 a ,teadv roftr! tbe Turcos lamps, rocking crazily on ruety springs,
to
An engagement ring Is a girl's Idea
the
throat,
threw
shirt
for a soldier of African riflemen, one
P'
"1 shovel and seized.
The soldiers wheeled these wsgons of a round of pleasure.
and I started for him. I ran of those
a tunic over my shoulders, and cried.
brave
children
of
the
desert
-past Bassrd's trampled body and fired
Into a double line, forming a complete
lu.B,r
whom we called "Turcos," and whose Come In!"
Uarde! Uarde a VOUS! rang their chain across the street, where the TurA trlrlc of memnrv anrl nerhana nf
at an Uhlan who had seised the faith
In the greatness of France had
,UrtIed bu8e,: the tumult Increased cos had commenced to dig their ditch
horaoa which were attached to the never
faltered since the first blue bat physical weakness had driven from
carriage where Buckhurst sat
BWK uproar, snouting, cheer-es- s and breastworks a barricade high
tallon of Africa was formed under the my mind all recollection of the Count- - ,nB: ,ne
crMn of Gutters and of glass, enough to check a charge, and cun
Again I ran around the wagon, eagles of
my
I
to
come
sines
had
de
Vasssrt
Empire.
the First
nlngly arranged, too, for the wooden
saiu
aonana
nut
through a clump of syrtnga buahea,
the
nrnha
amrrenn'a
under
.
.
I
mL
"Hallo, Mustapha!" I said, faintly;
j no n
rrueaians bellowed the cap abatis could not be seen from th
fingers
and up the atone steps to the terrace,
her
on
touch
of
at
the
the
"what are they doing to me now?"
tain. 'Turcos charge!"
eastern end of the street, where s
and after me galloped one of those inThe Turco s golden bronie visage re- door outside, I knew that It could be
His voice was lost; a yelling mass charge of French Infantry or cavalry
my Countess.
comparable cossack riders an Uhlan, laxed; he
nobody
but
saluted me.
soldiery
of
burst into view; spiked mwt enter Morsbronn If it entered
lance in rest, setting his wiry little
Bhe entered noiselessly, bearing
"Macacbe eablr," he said;
"they bowl of broth and some bread; but helmets
bayonets
end
glittering at all.
Mrs. Aselin Was Restored
horse to the stone steps with a loud picked
a bullet from your spine, my
through
the smoke, the Turcos were i "Something Is going to happen," I
hen she saw me sitting there with
Hourra!"
Inspector."
Health by Lydia E. Pink,
eyes and nose all red and swollen from wnrled "bout "ke brilliant butterflies said, as a group of smartly uniformed
It waa too steep a grade for the
An
in the uniform of a staff
nlvellng she set the bowl on a table In a tornado; the fusillade swelled to officers appeared pn the roof of the
gallav horse. 1 flung my pistol In surgeonofficer
ham's Vegetable
came around the table where and hurried to my side.
a stupefying din. exploding in one opposite house and hastily scrambled
th'sTnlmal's face and the poor brute I was lying.
terrible
crash;
lightwrapped
and.
in
to
ridgepole.
the
Is
is
It?
the pain so dread
What
Compound.
reared straight up and fell backward,
ning, the Prussian onset paeaed.
"A millimeter farther and that bul- ful?" she whispered.
A colonel of Infantry, splendidly
rolling over and over with his unforyour
would
rrom
have
let
cracked
the
below
spine.
stairs
came
the
mounted, drew bridle under our
No oh no. I'm only a fool, and
tunate rider, and falling with a treMIrscipoli". Minn. "After my little
sound of a voiceless
struggle,
the
and looked up at the officers on n
mendous splash Into the pool below. Remember that and keep off your quite hungry, madame."
was born I wa sick with pains id
trample
Ouf!
cannon
The
feet
panting
and
tuning
are
and clicking of the roof across the way.
She brought the broth and bread
"In Gods name stop that!" roared
my aide which the
"Attention, you up there!" he shout
Delmont from below. "Give up, Scar- up!" as a Uaterrible discharge shattered and a glass of the most exquisite wine steel, ttil of a sudden a voice burst
doctors aid ware
the glass
the window panes beside I ever tasted a wine that seemed to out into a dreadful screaming. A shot ed. "Is It Infantry?"
latti They mean us no harm!"
caused by inflammame.
followed silence another 'shot then
brighten
whole
room
the
with
its
"No!"
bawled an officer, hollowed
"Come down, hussar!" called an
tion. I suffered a
the stairs outside shook under the
"Where am I, doctor?" I asked.
liquid sunshine.
hand to his cheek "It's their brigade
"We respect your uniform."
great deal every
rush of mounting men.
in Morsbronn!
"Parbleu.
you
you
you
Can't
where
know
"Do
she
are?"
of heavy cavalry coming like an earth"Will you parley T" I asked, listenmonth and gTew very
As the door burst open I felt s
quake!"
ing Intently for the gallop of my hear the orchestra, rlm bam lim! The asked, gravely.
thin. I was under the
touch on my arm; the Countess de
playing their Wagner
are
Prussians
In Morsbronn."
yes
"Oh
"Tbe cuirassiers!" I cried, electripromised gendarmes. If I could only
doctor's care for two
Vassart
stood
erect
music for us. Here, swallow this. How
pale,
and
one
slen
in
whose
bouse,
"And
moneleur?"
fied.
gain time and save Buckhurst.
"It's Michel's cuirassiers, mad
long year without
do you feel now?"
"I don't know " I glanced Instlnc der, protecting hand resting lightly on dame!
And oh, the barricade!"
I
"Foulerfou fous rendre? Oal ou
any benefit Finally
"Sleepy. Did you say a day or two, lively at the tarnished coronet on the my shoulder; a lieutenant of Prussian groaned,
my Angers In help
twisting
ton?" shouted the officer. In his ter- doctor?"
after repeated sugcanopy above the bed. "Do you know, infantry confronted us.
less rage. "They'll be caught In a
rible French.
gestions to try it we
'I do not have you thrown Into the
"I said a week or two perhaps Madame la Comtesse? '
trap;
they'll
flies
die
like
In
got Lydia E. Pink- thai
"Eh bien, . . . non!" I cried, and longer. I'll look In this evening if
street," he suld to me. In excellent street."
ought
"I
said,
she
to."
faintly
ran for the chateau. As I gained the I'm not up to my chin In amputations.
ham' Vegetable Compound. After takamused. "I was born in this room. French, "because there has been no
She sprang to her feet,
ing the third bottle of tbe Compound I
doorway they shot at me, but 1 only
It was to this house that I desired to Bring from the windows In this vil moment, then stepped swiftly stood
Bed the faster, springing up the stairforward wa able to do my housework and today
lage. Otherwise other mt aoures. Be
my exile."
come
before
angle
into the
of the tower.
way. Here I stood, saber In hand,
I am strong and healthy again. I will
After a silence i said. "I wish I at ease, madame, I shall not harm
"Ixjok there!" she cried, In terror,
answer letters if anyone wishes to know
ready to stop the first' man.
your Invalid."
look but of the window."
could
"Push my chair quick!" I said about my case. " Mrs. Joseph Ask UN,
Up the stairs rushed three Uhlans,
Under the window strident Prussian She
V
She went to the window and folded
dragged It forward.
60S Fourth Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
sabers shining in the dim light from
bugles were blowing a harsh sum
up the varnished blind,.
(TO bk fONTiNrrrcn.)
the window behind me; 1 laid my
"How dreadful tlio cannonade Is
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com.
forefinger flat on the blade of my
growing," she said.
'Wait! don't
round, made from native root and
saber and shortened my arm for a
think of moving! I will push you
herbs, contains no narcotic or harmful
thrunt then there came a blinding
close to the window, where you can
drugs, and today bold the record of
Bash, a roar, and I was down, trying
see."
being the most successful remedy we
to rise, until a clinched flst struck
Lying there, watching the slow
know for woman' Ills. If you need such
me In the face and I fell flat on my
shadows crawling out over the (sidea medicine why don't you try it?
back.
1
walk,
had been for some minutes
They got me out to the terrace, and
thinking of my friend Mr. lluckhurst.
If yoa hare tbe sUghteat doubt
carried me to the lawn. One of the
when I heurd the young Countess stir- POLISH JEW HELD IN HONOR from the chief of police, a watch fron tbat Lydia 13. Pinkham's Vegetamen brought a cup of water from the
nis colleagues and a warm mesaags
ring In the room behind me.
ble Compound will help you.wrlte
pool.
"You are not going to be a cripple T" Warsaw Policeman Gets Remarkable from the regiment of guards in wbicb
"Herr Rlttmelster.- I said, faintly. "I
he served at the siege of SebastopoL to Lydia E.PInkham McdlcineCo,
she said, as I turned my head.
Recognition From All Classes of
(confidential) Lynn.Maas., forad.
In religion Yablonsky holds orthodoi
had a prisoner here; he should be In
"Oh no, Indeed!" said I.
th Peopls.
views, and he has a special permit to vice. Tour 1 etter will be opened,
the carriage. Is he?"
"Nor die?" she added, seriously.
The officer walked briskly over to
attend synagogue service on Satur read and answered by a woman,
"How could a man die with an angel
An account of a Jubilee celebration
the carriage. "Nobody here but two
straight from heaven to guard him! In honor of a Jewish policeman of days and festivals.
and held la strict confidence.
womim and a scared peasant !" he 8hs Filled My Csp With River Watar. Pardon, I am only grateful, not Impe- Warsaw, Poland, Is contained In 4he
Importance of Trifle. '
called out.
rtinent" I looked at her humbly, and American Hebrew.
Tbe celebration
Two soldiers lifted me again and Take these every hour If In pain. Go she looked at me without the slight. A was in honor of fifty years' service
A proofreader,
Impor
anent th
'
bore me away In the darkneas. I was to aleep, my son."
expression.
tance of trifles, read from hi note
by Doruch Yablonsky, an '
perfectly conscious.
As I lay there on my long, cushioned
book these absurd sentences of a sin
"Are you English, Monster ScarAnd all the while I was listening for chair, burning with that Insatiable lett?" she asked quietly.
That'. Why You're Tired Owt el Sort
gle letter:
constaIn 1863 he was appointed
my
gendarme, not that thirst which, to thoroughly appreciate,
Have No Appetite.
the gallop of
"American, madame."
"The conflict was dreadful and tbe
ble In the Polish capital by tbe viceBuck-burvery
much, now that
one must be wounded, the door opened
I cared
who enemy was repulsed with great laugh- CARTER'S LITTLE
"And yet you take service under an roy. Grand Duke Constantino,
was gone.
and a Turco soldier came Into the emperor.
I.IVFR PII.IJC
took into consideration bis brilliant ter."
Suddenly the chapel bell of La room and advanced toward me on tip1 have taken harder service than conduct In
the Crimean war, for
"When the president's wife entered will put you right
CARTERS
Trappe rang out a startling peal; the toe.
that"
which he waa decorated with a medal. the bumble sitting-rooof the house In a few day.
IJITTLE
Prussian captain shouted: "Stop that
I beckoned
him, and the tall,
"Of neceaslty?"
Yablonsky, who Is now tbe only Jew she wa politely offered a hair."
1 IVER
Shoot every civilian In the bronsed fellow came up, smiling, showbell!
per
force,
police
"Yea, madame."
duty
"A
man
Warsaw
waa
on tbe
yesterday arrested on
II PILLS.
house!" But the Uhlans, who rushed ing his snowy, pointed teeth under a
CureCon-f
constable
charge
for
a
She was silent
having
the
of
f mmii
formed tbe duties of
eaten a cabman
r
p the terrace, found the great doors crisp beard.
tipation,
ago,
you
year
It
amuse
to
when for demanding more than bis fare."
"Would
ii I
hear what 42 years, until eight
and the
lower
window
bolted
"An employ In the service of the Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headachi
be wa transferred to th clerical de"Water, Muetapha," I motioned with I have been?" I said, smiling.
creened with steel abutters.
government wa accused of having SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK
"That Is not the word," she said. partment.
stiffened lips, and the good fellow
On the ( battlements of th south
years old, stolen a small oz from the mail. The
He I now eighty-eigh- t
his blue water-bottl- e
and set It quietly. "To bear of hardship help
Genuine must bear Signature
wing a red radiance grew brighter; to my burning mouth.
one to understand the world."
Tbe stolen property waa found In hi vest
and holds several decoration.
somebody had thrown wood Into the
Suddenly a shell fell Into the court- entire police force Joined In the Jubi- pocket."
"Mercl, mon brave!" I said. "May
Iron basket of the ancient beacon, you dwell In Paradise with All, th yard opposite, bursting Immediately lee celebration, and Yablonsky wa
"Th Russian soldier, Knacklnoffo-kewikIn a cloud of gravel which rained the object of hearty praise and
4 sot Ore to It
wa found dead with a long
fourth Caliph, the Lion of God!"
"Thai teaebee me a lesson!" bawled
tie received 1M ruble word tanking la hla throat,"
The Turco stared, muttered the Tek- - against our turret like halt
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
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RAILROAD TUNNEL THROUGH
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Building tht Brldg to Island Mountain Tunnel; the River Takes Eight Miles
to Get to th Other Side of the Mountain While the Tunnel Goes
Through In 4,300 Feet
the tunnel the railroad gets through tc
the other side In 4.300 feet. The bridg
over the river extends up to ht
precipitous face of the mountain so
that a train passes directly from the
bridge Into the tunnel. Engineers regard the work as a triumph of railroad building. Popular Mechanics.

RECORD OF PROGRESS

ENGINE

Probably no museum collection In
the world better Illustrates the development of the steam enRlne, particularly the locomotive, than the exhibit
of the 1'nlted States National museum
it Washington, whlrh Includes two of
the earliest origlnnl locomotives and
numerous models and accessories.
The museum possesses a model of
a very early machine deslgnrd by Sir
Isaac Newton In 1CR0. which was propelled by a Jet of steam projected
backward ar'.i. st the air, and a model
of Denis Papln's Invention of about
the same time. Tho Investigations of
Savery and Papln and the successful
experimental engine of Thomas Now-coen In 1705, with his piston and
cylinder, soon followed. Newcomen's
Ideas were Improved by James Watt
In 1719, who also Introduced the high
pressure engines, the condenser, and
Inter the double acting engine. The development of the engine was advanced
hy rugnot, Evans, llornblower and
Murdoch. A model of the hitter s engine Is on display In the mt:snum.
As the result of a wager made by a
resident of MerhyrTydvll. an important Iron town of South Wales, that he
could convey a load of Iron nine miles
by the power of steam alone, Richard
Trevlthlck mnde the first engine to
run on rails In 1R03 and won tho
wager for his employer the next year.
Trevlthlrk. It '..as been elnlmed.
copied the stationary engine built in
3800 by Ollvor Evans, an American,
who was Inter ingenious enough to
attach wheels to a scow and propel it
by steam through the streets of Philadelphia In 1R04. This curious creation,
called the "Orukto Amphlbolls," was
the first motor car to run on American soil.
A model of Trevlthlck's engine Is to
ne seen In the National museum, as
is also the model of the engine employed by John Stevens In 182B, and
his original tubular boiler. Other
models illustrate nearly all the types
which begnn to put In their appearance soon after 1R2R. when the "Stourbridge Linn" was built In England and
shipped to America, where It was the
first engine to run on full slued rails.
The museum possesses not only the
model of this historic engine, but the
original engine Itself. The other original full sized locomotive to be seen
In the museum Is the "John null."
built by fleorgo Stephenson & Son of
England and shipped to America for
use In 1831 on the Tamden & Ambov
railroad.
It Is Interesting to recall
that this old relic of early railroading
in America mnde a round trip under
its own steam In 1863 from New York
to Chicago, where It was exhibited it
the World's Columbian exposition.
Among the models of early and historic locomotives are: fieorge Stephenson's "Rocket." built In 1829:
'
the P. & O. engine. "Tom Thumb,-built by Peter Cooper In 1829: the
grasshopper type engine. "Arabian." of
;
1831: the "Best Friend." used In
nuldwlns "Old Ironsides," constructed In 1B32: the "Sandusky." constructed In 1837: and models of engines made by Asa Whitney In 1810
and O. A Nlchnlls In 1848. Resides
the two locomotives and the numerous
engine models, there are in the exhibit coach and enr models, sections of
rails, spikes, wheels and models and
parts of valves, pistons and other
pertaining to
accessories
patented
locomotives and railroads, all of which
go for toward completing an absorbing
chapter cf graphic history In connection Win this Interesting snd Important commercial development.
1830-31-
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WIPING

AS A CAREER

Chinaman Long at the Work Lives In
8tate in China on Pension
18
From Raltroad.

8erles of Models Going Back to the
Earliest Idea of 8tenm Propulsion
Trevlthlck's Engine Also
In the Collection.

Not a Flatterlifg Comparison.
One passenger was killed for each
carried by the
4.900.000 passengers
railroads of the United States during
Comparing theso figures
last year.
with the standard of safety set by
r.reat Hrllaln, the rate of casualty In
that country Is less than onefour-teentas great as that In the 1'nlted
Slates.

h

The Imperturbable
Robert Lansing, counselor for the state depart..... , - N.
ment. Is an official on whose shoulders
In these troubled days rests a heavy
load of responsibility.
It is no secret to any of those familiar with the foreign affairs of the
'
i
United States that Presidont Wilson
h
Is taking a large hand In the conduct
"VI?
S
ot these affairs. It has been said with
basis that the president Is, in a large
measure, his own state department.
But while this Is true, it also la
true that on the counselor there devolves a burden such as not many
officials would be willing to assume.
1
The International sky since last July
has been not only a stormy one for
the belligerents of Europe, but It has
also been cloudy for the United States.
Nobody questions the fact that
1
Mr. Lansing Is an expert In International law and an authority on diplomatic matters. Besides this, he has
the faeulty of keeping his poise and
not losing bis bead. lie takes the onerous duties of his place coolly and
calmly, gets grilled by newspaper men dally, and, If he is ever ruffled manages not to show It. In the sense that the most important notes to the
forelcn powers these days are viseed and sometimes modified by the White
House, the president may be said to shape them, but their original preparation Is the work of Mr. Lansing.

Iv

A curloui phase of railroad construction li the Island mountain tunnel on
raltroad Juat built In California.
This mountain gela its name from the
fact that It is almost entirely encircled by a river which takes eight
miles to go from one aide of the
mountain to the other. Dy means of

LOCOMOTIVE DEVELOPMENT
8HOWN IN MUSEUM.
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Chin Suey got Into one of the papers out Weat the other day. Chin
Isn't exactly known to the New York
papers, but a friend of the Office
Window's who knew him well has
BELIEVES IN ATTACKING
sent in the little tribute to Chin which
Who
the western paper published.
Rear Admiral John M. de Robeck,
Nobody but an
Is Chin Suey?
wiper on the Bait Lake and who succeeded Admiral Cardon in
Sacramento divisions of the Central command ot the allied fleet attacking, the Dardanelles, has been little
I'nclllc railroad.
For twenty-seveyears people saw old Chin Suey comknown to the world at large, or even
ing and isoing out there, wiping en- to Great Britain, whose navy ho engines, and it seemed after a while as tered In 1875, when be was but thirteen years old. He became a rear adIf the railroad could not run without
him. Some of the old engineers got miral In 1911, and the next year he
to thinking that an engine would hard- was made admiral of patrols, a post
calculated to give scope to all the
ly go if Chin did not wipe It.
years of talents. It means a full acquaintance
Put after his twenty-seveservice the Central I'nclllc retired with every form of small craft, with
Chin Suey on a pension, whereupon mines and mining, with 'the launchhe packed up his kit and went to ing of torpedoes from the shore, with
China, lie is now seventy years of Intricate questions of the correlation
.
age, and every mouth the pension of land tnd sea
Rear Admiral de Robeck Is a man
department of the Central Paclllc
sends a remittance to him In cure of of rather more than middle age; his
great youthfulness lies in his ability
On Ylck, Sum Hop, Sun Nlng District,
Canton, China, and Chin lives on the to grasp the significance or the latest
naval notion. Time and again, In
pension like a magnate.
Chin's record of service, however, messroom gatherings, he has made
wua lung since binlcn by Ah N'cn. younger men seem old fashioned by
De Robeck is known to
alno an engine wiper, at Montcllo, comparison.
as far advanced as the youngest German engineer within
on the Central Pacific, who lias been be "advanced"
forty-ninyears in continuous serv- range of bis big guns. Forty years of service have not staled bis delight In
conice, and still polishes up the engines experiment and practice. He has never been the drudge of stationary
to grow sure about the experibo careful that they are thinking of victions, for he feels that no one man has time
a
making him the
sldent of the ruad. mental science of the sea before he Is obliged to shift his ground. Her is.
member ot the Army and Navy club, but knows the dangers of
New York Muif.
certitudes. One of his maxims Is that the man who spends his life Inventing
torpedo net Is more likely to be blown up than the man who fires the
a
Making Trains Talk.
torpedo. To attack, and keep attacking, Is an article ot faith with him.
The advance which has been made
by American scientists in the practical
application of wireless Is Illustrated
CAMDEN BOOSTS FARMING
lu the successful use of wireless train
dispatching upon the Lackawanna railroad, which has recently been carry"The exodus from the farm must
ing on extensive experiments In this
be stopped," says Senator Johnson N.
direction.
Camden of Kentucky, whose own
Stations equipped with Marcoul ap2.000-acrfarm is one of the show
paratus have been established at
places of the bluegrass region. "RuScranton, Blnghamtou and Bufral social conditlona must be Improved
falo, four of the larger cities along the
and made as attractive In their way
line of the railroad. The apparatus on
city lite. Unless the restlessness
as
trains is similar In operation and prinand discontent of the boys and girls
ciple to that of the fixed stations, alon the farm Is overcome, no one can
though of lower capacity. The motor
tell what the end will be."
generator on the tram Is operated from
"But bow Is this most difficult
generator..
the
problem to be solved?" ho waa asked.
A moving train can bold continuous
"By devising means to increase
communication with a fixed station at
wealth on the farm," replied Senator
a distance of 30 miles The aerial on
Camden. "This can be accomplished
the train la formed of phosphor-broncby Improved methods of production,
wire rectangles, one on the
farm yields and better
Iscreased
roof of eath of the four forward cars,
With Inmethods of distribution.
with link connections betweeu the
creased wealth will come better socars.
cial, educational and religious facilities. With more comforts will come
Fifty Years Ajo.
greater contentment."
The Santa Fe trains carry the mulls
Here are the remedies which Sento Atchison, Kan., regularly and peaceator Camden suggests:
fully these days. Hut fifty years ago,
between the farmer, the merchant and the banker.
before the railroad had crossed the
"Finally, organized unselfishness, since selfishness has been organized
prairie, the mail arrived at Atchison for a long time.
at long intervals and under difficul"Public spirit and a broad vision will do for rural communities what It
ties. In the Atchison Champion of ba accomplished for thriving and progressive urban communities."
March 25, 1865, was published the following: "The Santa Fe mall Is due.
The last mall was followed for 1UU
HEADS WOMAN WARRIORS
miles by a band of Arapahoos and
Cheyennes. At the crossing of Clnm-ronwhich was mado In the night,
The Women's Volunteer Reserve,
Castle-reagthe passengers could distinctly hear a organized by Viscountess
large war party singing and dancing.
whose object Is to defend the
Parties of hostile Indians were heard homes of the English nation against
of after passing the Clmarone, evident- the expected German Invasion, has
ly Intending to form a junction with
prestige, since
acquired additional
tho band spoken of. If these vaga- Lady Castlereagb,
the cclonel in
bonds should combine there will be a chief, through the death of her
general war on the plains."
has become the marchioness of Londonderry.
Ha Paid His Fare.
At the war office of the W. V. R.
The chairman of a certain great rail- In Baker street curious crowds have
road company recently chlded a ticket watched the former Lady Castlereagb
jxanuner wno went Dy mm wunoui arrive every day, attired In khaki,
looking at bis pass.
to apend many hours at her desk per"No matter If you do know who 1 fecting by correspondence the details
am," said he, in reply to the examiner's of the movement, which she intends
excuse; "I am entitled to a free ride shall extend throughout the whole ot
only when I am traveling with that Great Britain.
Ixndonderry house,
pass. You don't know whether 1 have one ot the moat splendid mansions of
It or not.''
the metropolis, where the new marThe man. a little nettled, then de- chioness Is mistress, Is now the headquarters for fashionable enlistments,
manded to see the pass.
"Thai's right:" exclaimed the worthy the leaders of society having been
chairman ; "here why where well, somewhat timid In lending their names
I must bave left it at the
I declare!
to ac nrganlzatlon which takes In many ot the most violent of the aiiUtant
suffragettes.
office."
The government has no Intention ot allowing the women to bear arms,
"Then you'll have to pny your fare,'
camps,
bn lets them be trained to act as drivers of motor cars, cooks la the
said the examiner, firmly.
bearers f dispatches and telegraphera to transmit army meesnifea, to relieve
And he did.
man assigned to such duties iu case ot need.
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ALMOST MADE HIM MISS IT SUBJECT FOR BILL NYE'S WIT
Of Course

Humorist Made Bright Verse Out of
Question Theatrical People Come
to Dread.

Opportunity knocked twice at the
man's door and was about to knock a
third time when the door was hurriedly opened by a woman.
"Where Is the man?" said Opportunity. "Comet I've no time to lose."
"You're the very one he's looking
for." said the woman. "But he's occupied."
"You're his wife, aren't you, Tell
him to come."
"lie won't believe me. He'll think
He'll think you are
I'm mlstnken.
someone else."
"Oh, please don't go. I'll tell him.
I'll try to convince him who you are.
Give me a Utile time."
"That Isn't my fnuIL I've done my
duty.
Just at this moment the man rushed
Tben
out and grabbed Opportunity.
he turned roughly to bis wife.
"Why didn't you let me know she
was knocking?" he said. "Why, she
almost got away. Just like you!"
Life.

Anybody connected with the amusement world will tell you that the deadliest and most maddening question la,
"Where do you go from here?" Bill
Nye, touring the country wlflj James
Wbitcomb Riley, had a greut many
t
stands to visit, and came to
suffer acutely through the insistent
repetition of this boob query. At last
he wrote the appended verse, which,
it Is believed, never found life in
print:
"Where do you go from here?"
asks the lundlord of our hotel.
And "Where do you go from here?"
asks tho boy who answers the ell.
And "Where do you go from here
Oh! Lord, and "Where do you go from

Wife Was to Blame Because Opportunity Nearly Got
Away From the Man.

Good-dey.-

one-nigh-

here?"

Till ln fancy we stand at the last command, quaking with sudden fear,
And St Peter says, "Oh, you're thos
lecturers. Where do you go from

here?"

A Tale Often Told.
"Society Is Just now afflicted with
a new species of bore."
Not Asking Much.
"Still another?"
"So you are ambitious to have a
"It's the young woman who tells
little garden?"
everybody she meets how the war in
"Yes."
"You ought to get a lot of pleasure Europe prevented her from finishing
her musical education."
out of It."
"I don't expect to get any pleasure
Accounting for Tastes.
out of It, but If I can get a few beets
Bacon I see expert French butter
and turnips In return for a great deal
tasters claim tbey can perceive tho
ot hard work I'll be satisfied."
flavor of the soil over which cattle
While the average man would like to feed.
Egbert Must have sort of a taste
be ahead, be is pretty well satisfied if
of shrapnel now.
he catches up.
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W Baking Powder
Those who have had cakes ruined by jarring the
tho oven door or a heavy footstep, may
have wondered how the dining car chef can turn out such
marvelous biscuits, hot breads and pastry when his oven
is being incessantly jarred and jolted and shaken by the
motion of the train.
stove, slamming

To get pastry to raise and stay raised under these con
ditions, a baking powder must be used that continues to give off
its leavening gas that sustains the raise until the dough is
baked through.
Dining Car Chefs have found & baking powder exactly suited
to their needs in K C and you will find It iut as well suited to
K C is really a blend of two baking powders,
requirements.
your
one active as soon as moistened, the other requiring both moisture and heat to start thegeneratlon of leavening gas. No matter
how moitt and rich you make your cake, K C Baking Powder will
sustain the raise until a crust Is formed and all danger of falling
Is

past

K C Baking Powder Is pure and healthful It Is guaranteed
under all pure lood laws, and Is guaranteed to please you. And t
Is sold at a reasonable price no baking powder should sell lot mora.

Try

a eon at our rUk and
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Graduating

Railroad Newt

A Ret rd Fire Run

Exercises

The Clovis fire department
The graduating exercises will
he held at the Baptist church made a record run in answering

Nichols, commonly
W.
known as "Nick," departed Saturday for Cincinnati, Ohio, to
join Mrs. Niehola and the children, who have been visiting
there several weeks at Mrs.
Nichols' old home, They expect
to make quite a tour of the
south, going as far as New Orleans, and will be gone a month
or six weeks.
G. A. Thompson,
formerly
cashier at the Gran Quivira, but
recently holding a similar position with the Harvey system
at Galvesttn, came in Sunday
and spent a couple ofdays here
renewing old acquaintances, lie
was on his way to take in the
two expositions and after he has
finished sightseeing he will be
located at some point in California with the Harvey system.
Mrs. Dean Edmonson came in
a lew days ago from Mart,
Texas, to visit her mother, Mrs.
A. Stubble. Mr. Edmonson U
not coming for a visit now, as
previously reported. His Huties
as division accountant for the
I. & G. N. railway will not permit him to be away at this time.
Wallace Crawford departed
Monday for San M aerial and El
Paso for a visit of several days
duration.
W.

The class address the lire alarm Tuesday, in making it to the Tennessee hotel in
the southwest part of the city in
a minute and fifteen seconds.
The firs was caused by a burning pot of grease and but little
Magdalene Humphrey, damage was done because the
Edith A. Reamer, Ethel Dorothy building was plastered.
Herby, Evelyn Hamilton, Murl
Ella Lee Wagner,
Douglass,
J. L. Downing Dead
Elsie Mae Gant. Eletha Mae
.1. L. Downing, the first town-sit- e
Locke, Janet Grace Roger, Nina
agent at Melrose and one of
Miller, Bernice Fry, lone Vera the best known men in the
Austin and Mildred Vera Whit-"if- county, died at his home in
Melrose last Friday. He leaves
a wife and seven children to
Distinguished Visitors
He wad the
mourn his loss.
The head of the big Farwell father of Mrs. W. M. Kennedy,
Hyndicate accompanied by some Mrs. Norris, Mrs. B. J. Norby.
of their subordinates, were in Mrs. Etta Black and Miss Lola
Clovis Wednesday, going from Downing, who are well known
here to Portalea In their private in Clovis.
cars, and will next visit Hereford. Those who made up the
Expensive Pistol Toting
party were:
M. E. Edwards, a young man
J. V. Farwell, Waller Farwell
who
claims to reside at Portales,
and A. Farwell, of Chicago, C.
brought before Justice of
was
1''. Harding r.nd E. L Millard, of
Poace, J. P. Noble, Monday
the
Chicago, H. Bainer, of Amarilio,
and fined $50.00 and costs for
J. D. Hamilin, of Farwell, Col.
pistol "toting." Edwards said
A. J. Bester. of South Africa.
he was carrying the gun in
that
K. L. Dake. of Channing. I). W
order
to sell it at the first opporSutton, of Friona, E. VV. Safford,
tunity.
A few such fines will
of Fnrwell. 0. M. Unger and
stop
this dangerous practice.
,
.Jennings Anderson,
F. VV. Wilsey, of Chicago,
Enterprise Echos
Antlers Hotel
of Texico and W.
Triylttt,
bam
Most all of the farmers are
L Boys,, of Hereford.
Mrs. Stewart Overton
has
through planting in this vacinity
taken charge of th Antlers
and a good rain fell Wednesday
Dining Room and is serving
Clovis Gets Convention
evening.
Doctors Westerfield and Miller splencid me .Is to the public. Mrs.
Miss Mary Brown, who has
attended the meeting of the Overton is making every effort been teaching in southeastern
in
the
Pecos Valley Medical Ass iciation to suit the most fastidious
t. Arizona, is here visiting her
at Artesia last week and brought vprv rtnst.th.Mr. thfl market
Parents. Mr. and Mrs. Brown,
"home the bacon." Dr. Wester fords, which makes one loath
Miss Grace Kingry has been
feld was elected president of the to leave the spacious dining room
sick with the measles, but
very
nssociation and Dr. Miller secre- with its snowy linen and good
i'3
reported
sme better now.
tary. Clovis was selected as the dining service.
- 11.
Holden
D.
and son, ot Lake-Elk- s
meeting place for the association
visdted
Jim Holden's
view,
at
got Theirs
h 1!)16. If there had bepn anySunday,
night
Saturday
and
docthing e!s, we believe the
Contrary to reports, the Eika
selling
about
C.
is
Zwissler
tors would have secured that succeeded m getting th.'ir share
vegetables
of
of
out
U:o.
worth
of the proceed of the advertis
ing and sale of tickets in the their garden, u week.
"Troy t.f Ferguson" play, reFurnace for Garage
promoted here by a young
cently
While endeavoring to stop a
RjJze
who
loft for Ro. well Sun-- '
ladv,
by
running
it
in
large Case car
Kwit!,!
Vlun ina,le a lr'P lo
to the brick wall of the furnace day. Liter an interview
week for a new wind
Clovis
la.t
check
a
to
relative
room at the rear of Luikart's the
mill and the same is now up and
which
on
there
on
bank
a
drawn
tore Saturday, Lewis Thomas,
in K"0'1
fuminjr order. Mr.
hyy of 17 years p!unged the wm-- "nr. fiinda
add much
improvements
Bro.vn'a
T!v unnaid hotel bills and
Lir machine through the wali
community.
of
looks
this
tho
:.ni! down into a pit ten feet other obligations a'-- of noc
John M. Berry made a trip to
cern to the Elks and they are
The entire wall
ikup.
Clovis
to meet his son, who haresponsible.
out, demonstrating that not
RjswoII for some timn
been
at
."j oh obstructions ure no oppopast.
sition tc cars of this class. That For Sale:
That people may know where
the boy was not seriously injured
One of the best Jersey Milk
point is. will say that The
this
he
is
miracle,
but
killed
a
or
Will be
Cows in Curry county.
escaped
without a scratch. fresh June first. -- A. M. Works. Ridge is located 13 miles north
!of Texico and includes a large
Likewise the car was only
ltp.
scope of fine country, inhabited
slightly damaged.
by as fin 9 people as live any
Friday night.

will he delivered by Attorney,
A. G. Pierrot, of Roswell.
A class of fifteen young ladie3
will graduate. They are: Misses
Ollie Sears. Esther Mae Corn-stoc-

k.

f.
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Some Special Prices I
g
5

in GROCERIES that simply cannot be beaten.
Put vour optics on these:
FOR CASH ONLY!

TEN DAYS SALE1

2

Gold Crown Flotir, 48 lbs. for
$2.00
Louisiana Beauty Syrup, per gal. 45c
Fairy White Syrup, per gal.
60c
Old Scout Tomatoes, No. 3, doz. $1.30
2.00
Belcamp Corn, per case
Collie Peaches, per gal.
30c
Champion Apples, per gal. 30c
Hiland Square Kraut, 3 cans for 25c
Rosette Peaches, No. 3 cans, doz. $1.00
1.00
Pie Apples, No. 3 cans, per doz.
1.00
Tomatoes, No. 2 cans, per doz.
12
Rex Picnic Hams, per lb.
Jewel Compound, large pail
$1.00
S. & S. Special Bacon, per lb.
25c
Cottolene, large pail
$1.35
Crisco, large pail
1.00
1.00
Coffee, Sherry blend, 3 lbs. for
1.00
Rice, 12 lbs, for
2.00
Potatoes, 100 lbs, for Sugar, 100 lbs. for
6.75

JO

l-- 2c

5
5

i

2?

The Glovis Feed Store
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Notice of Suit.

A "Bully" Time
brought
E. E. Hickman

a

To Maggie Gooch:
You .viil take notice that a
suit has been tiled anu is, now
pending in the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico, in
which E'igene Gjoch is plaintitF
and you the said Maggie Gooch
'are defendant, and that said
suit is numbered Xl'--l on the
Civil Docket of said Court, and
that Harry L. Patton, whose

number of Bulls to town last
as having them
week and
weighed on the large scale in
the Alfalfa Lumber Company's
of the number
vard.
entered the store room at the
rear of the office and after
breaking several large glass
jumped through two windows
The business and
address
and screens and escaped
set is called "'Bulls in a glasi-war- is Clovis, New Mexico, is attorshop."
ney for plaintiff in said suit.

place.
Bro. Bailey preached at Sniloh

last Friday night.
We understand Mr. Fahsholtz
is intending to got a gasoline
threshing outfit in place of the
steam thresher he has at present.
We are informed the daughter
of H. H. Ishatn, who received a
broken leg in a runaway accident
is convalescing nicely.

C E Dannis, presid-n- t
of the
Clovis Clumber of Commerce,

M'Edames Nelson and R mc'i
were treated to an olerrant
din:. r at tins home of Mrs. E la
Turner, on her ranch 7 12 n:i!es
northeast of Clovis. The ladies
were taken out there by Mrs
in her big tourJ. II.
ing car. Both ladies reriort a
time and
most excellent
declare Sunday was the happiest day they ever spent.

returned fro.n Ciiict;:) Friday
r,n n'vtnnc
nf. several
weeks u u business matters.
Muring his visit in Chicago, Mr.
Dennis succeeded in interesting
representatives of a fibre m in i
facturing company to investigate the opportunities of locating a fibre plant at Clovis.

aficr

And-rso- n

Frio Frolics
slowly

Moore is
Mrs J.
further take notice covering
sickness.
from
general object of said
I).

You will

6 6

re- -

Quality Clothes

Miss Fay Brooks. Jake Noble,
Hugh and Lucas Dannelley and
Lester Bayless.
Miss Madge Tate was voted
the best fisher in the party, having caught and landed a large
baaa.

M2S-J1-

8

Wichita
Kansas, were in the city several
residays las week
Tney
left for
dence property.
Roswell Sunday for i t v i weeks
visit, after whi
tnnii they
to return.
lnsp'.-rtim- r

ex-pt-

The Very Latest K.xtivmc ami Moderate
Young Men's Fashions,

Tdilorecl-to-Mcdsii-

re

Form fitting, new, broad lapels, natural shoulders; one, two
and three button styles; all fashions, all fabrics, all colors.

re

Edward E. Strauss

Co.

i'--

5--

v.Vjl'r

y?i mm

mm
WW-

Bertha Fahsholtz of Frio attend-

ed the big dinner

at Lincoln last

Sunday.

Pleasant Hill Pickings

Most of the farmers are about
through planting.
Roy Hungate was able to take
hereunto set my hand as Clerk
part in the Literary prog ram
his
of said Court, and affixed the
Saturday night, after a sick
seal of said Court, this,the 22nd
spell.
day of May. 1915.
Mr. and Mrs, Wright are the
W. C. Zerwer,
County Clerk. proud parents of a girl, born
(Seal)
the 21st.

'
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At Money Saving Prices

tailored-fo-miasu-

baby-girl-

R. Tuck. r
Mi.;s Amv.

W.

95

She
It's poor policy to "HOPF," that a cheap garment will :"ive
that the
sick for the past six satisfaction. The only "SAFE" wayis to buy good clothes,
been
has
the said plaintiff,
A fishing party of five cars suit is that
by
EDESCO clothes, as
obtain and re- months.
Gooch,
Eugene
night
went to Hereford Saturday
B. F. Freeman
Mrs.
Mr.
and
from
divorce
.
returning Monday and Tuesday. cover a decree of
deser- are the proud parents of a
&
They report plentv of fbh an I a you upon the grounds of
splendid time. Those who com- tion.
The Mig Merchant Tailors
Messrs. Jap Duncan, Tom and
You will further take notice
posed the party Were Mr. and
Willie
and
Fred,
Ed.
Clark,
you appear, answer Joe
Chicago
Mrs. S. J. Iioykin, Mr. and Mrs. that unless
or plead in said suit on or before
the 9th day of July, 1916. judg
ment by default will be rendered asainst vou and the
plaintiff will upply to the Court
for the relief prayed for in his
complaint filed in said suit.
In Witness Whereof, I have

Mrs.

daughter,

V,-;-.

e

E. A. Gurloy. Mr. and Mrs. Will
McLendon, Mr. and Mrs. C. J.
Linley, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Worrell, Will Mersfelder, Mrs.
Malone, A. Mandell. Miss Ruby
Smith, H. Elder. Mis3 Margaret
Jones. Roy Smith, Misses Madge
and Hortense Tate, Jack Rollins,

to-dat- e

Men's Finest Made toM easure
Clothes

post-offic- e

Fishing Party

Many kinds of up
Dress Goods. A. J. Rode.

Edesco clothes are tailored to the proper pitch of correctness, no matter whether you dress with dasli or conservatism, whether you are niout, slim, or medium, we can
s
'
fit you.

Let Us Take Your Measure Now!

21

Elder's Tailor Shop
"Old Oxford Hotel Bldg."

Telephone 96.

